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Thomas A. Beattie, class of ’47, 
speaks from experience when he says: 

“At U.S. Steel h t U.». Steel one has a great amount 

f varied 1 Of varied experiences. 

Th 1 ] dull ” ere 1s truly never a dull moment. 

ae ail Le 

After receiving his B.S. in Mechani- In this position, Mr. Beattie’s re- One meets all types of problems and cal Engineering in 1947, Mr. Beattie sponsibilities are numerous. They in- personnel. Each day is varied, cer- entered the employ of U. S. Steel as clude the Service Power House and tainly not dull, and yet no problem a student engineer. That was on Sep- Skelp Mill area; maintenance of is insurmountable. Certainly, there tember 22, 1947, and included service four blast furnaces and blast furnace is no possibility of getting ‘into a in the United States Navy from 1943 auxiliaries, plus a sintering plant; rut’ here.” 
to 1946. maintenance of two blooming mills Should you be interested in a Mr. Beattie’s progress from that and soaking pits; maintenance of one challenging and rewarding career date onward is typical of that of bar mill; maintenance of three Bes- with United States Steel and feel many engineering graduates who semer converters, three open hearth that you can qualify, consult your plan their future with U. 8S. Steel. furnaces, three open hearth auxili- college placement director for fur- For, within two years, we find Mr. aries, and seventy overhead cranes ther information. Upon request, we Beattie advanced to the position of ranging from two to 200 tons. He shall be glad to send you a copy of Process Engineer, Maintenance De- supervises 680 men. our informative booklet, “Paths of partment. Then on April 16, 1951, As Mr. Beattie remarks: “A steel Opportunity.” Simply 
he was promoted to Relief Foreman, plant includes all departments . . . write to United States Shops, Maintenance Department. every craft known to industry. In Steel Corporation, 
On March 1, 1952, he was made the space of three years, a U. S. Steel Personnel Division, Turn Foreman, Blooming and Bar engineer can obtain experience that Room 1662, 525 Wil- Mills, Mechanical Maintenance De- may take three times as long under liam Penn Place, Pitts- partment. And on January 1, 1955, different employment circumstances. burgh 30, Pa. 
he was promoted to his present post 

of Assistant Superintendent, Main- 
tenance Department, of U. S. Steel’s U N I T E D S T A T E S S T E E L National Tube Division’s National 
Works. 

SEE THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR. It’s a full-hour TV program presented every 
other week by United States Steel. Consult your local newspaper for time and station, 

AMERICAN BRIDGE - AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE - COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL - CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL - GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING « NATIONAL TUBE OILWELL SUPPLY « TENNESSEE COAL & IRON - UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS + UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY « Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. + UNION SUPPLY COMPANY + UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY + UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY
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oe ime , Akron, Ohio—White-hot answer to “= Si oh l | a wid 8 the queries of quarrymen for faster, a Pn : | rl poe is - ri f 

cheaper blast-hole drilling is a new : ae 2 ae ~ Oe 7 aes | 1 re 
machine that literally burns its way a ee : toe - ns ie: Ze We j! hy ae 
through rock. Conventional $<] Lok le i 4 ogg 12 sae" s 

ahi . y ne i 4 = fly Fare ee" eae a 1 to 1 Ye act al mS ee ER <y : fi A Cee at 
our. is jet piercing machine ' a rarer see «|: 2 Se sea 

goes through the same rock at 20 to f eee. ee ee ree | wren ; ae i 30 feet per hour. f pre ee Fo gee PO faite Re! Herts how it works: A viowpie Si ii Gosia | agar ee Fe burner, suspended from a long tube, Ee ee of coe 4 “4 | Re 4 eos we oe ad 
combines oxygen with kerosene to o8 a. oe as se ae | On aaa create a jet-like flame of well over sii 7 | a Rea re 4 2 apse 

er oe ee ee 9 Me + ee ea a e 3000° F. This searing heat causes Core a lee ee | | bs hee: at oe we Bee Sia great thermal stresses that crumble a rns ae 4) peas phi ae ae Fassia the rock into fine particles. Water oY Sie es cae oa es Fils rte de Be Och cools the burner, then is ejected into Sea S Cc eo ae aoa: Oe a yy the hole to become steam that blows a Year ees sh ilar OS nt * 4 aiden OME 5 ae ba . WE mae” Pies 5 aa tihngh the particles to the surface. 5 ® y : oe es Meee 5 NS 
Difficult problem for the designers £ a ats ee x 4 ‘oe é Peer ve inte a was supplying the fuels to the a # a ie p Cy ees pee eer burner in the hole. A flexible hose a A i Pe ale a oe eS? EN RE 
was the only answer. But every hose {ia oat 2 Fe . ee be in they tried failed in a day, or less, beg a ails [ Rk aa from exposure to the rugged com- f — ee ag ODE US. & : : : Pe Ll Me se Cee ar aan bination of steam, kerosene, oxygen = . a and severe abrasion by red-hot rock 

particles. engineers, by combining imagina- home and industry, business and Their troubles ended, however, when tion with technical skills, had helped government, with significant devel- 
Goodyear engineers stepped in. turn a great idea into a practical, opments ranging from guided 
They came up with a special super- economical reality. missiles to nuclear devices for pro- 
tough, oil-resistant hose that took This is but one of thousands of duction control. 
this rough-and-tumble treatment in examples of how Goodyear engineers Wouldn’t YOU be proud to be a mem- its stride—stood up, not for hours, and scientists — through creative ber of this up-to-the-minute engi- but for months. And again Goodyear “jmagineering” — continually serve neering team? 

\ 

“ o\ 2 7 ) eco \ There’s a world of opportunity at Send for your copy of ~ “go \ 
this booklet. It describes © \ 
in detail your career oppor- a2 EN 
tunities at Goodyear. Write: © se) # ‘ iP Technical Personnel, Dept. Vays, ~ \\ sr” 806-W, The Goodyear Tire & * oe ee 
iubber Company, Akron 16,  Stui THE GREATEST NAME IN RUBBER 10. 
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To the graduate of an engineer- P H | 7 . | ' _ | ae 

ing or technical school can make a — . i 1c | 2 | 

no more promising choice of careers gi | 4 j oe a | / a a ( 

than the modern petroleum industry ig poe : a - 7 a : 

... with its amazing new offspring, 1 7 . | i | ] : i a , 

petrochemicals. This is truly the i. i : / 7 cocoon 

“industry of the future.” | a Too i | . a 

, Q “ : a " a oe Te 

Phillips Petroleum Company is one EE j J : La 44] | | f 

3 ‘ a : | ; | _ = i 

of America’s great integrated oil com- / 1 4 C _ re YF 

: A - 4 i = u ] — LL 
panies, engaged in exploration, pro- i a | ee / : 4 1 i a b | i 

duction, manufacturing and distribu- | J i » — } - po | 

tion of many types of petroleum ' | — : | 1 a oo. . 

products; and Phillips leads in the i. 7 6 i a a: 

2 a : a | u  @ i ‘to 

fast-growing petrochemical field. The i a i po Ff i oo -_ 

. . S 2 4 o Bs 4 ep a oS - -— 

company is a major factor in the fields i | a i o 4 _ 

of synthetic rubber, carbon black, 7 Cr i i y. - ce , _ . 

chemical fertilizers, plastics, rocket i | _ | ae : . Ee a | 

fuels and special chemicals. Phillips , Ff i _— Be . tk : 

also is active in the field of atomic i | : =e Tapa _ | 

energy and operates one of the gov- — | a : es _ a  . a 

ernment’s major reactor installations. , = +: | a. et oo = 

At Phillips You choose your career | tf Bal | oe hl 
At Phillips you can decide among UN U6 CU 

many promising careers in an industry BB ii / _ i : fl 

with an unlimited future. And Phillips : 4 a .. a | . La eo os | . ea 

policy of “promotion from within” nn ——_——_ i | Le er 

‘ — : oo 7 — 

offers you the opportunity for ad- ee ee T™~ ' | Pp a 

vancement to positions of increasing i P . u a | i _ a 

responsibility and importance. up @ | q Eo ba Yj q , : ta 
i : |} oy r ia 4 

PuILLIps PETROLEUM COMPANY | a | . a . t Th Sy ae | 

Bartlesville, Oklahoma | , | e i _. uy a - 

: YT ta g a : i. a 

if, of) (a ecard -— ~~. = - 

au oy fo | | 2 ae i 
Se | _ = ; al e q 

Send this coupon for the new booklet ‘ | = 2 a Po - La \ CO -— | 

“Career with a Future,”’ describing oak. | . { 7 a . . | | _ q : 

your opportunities with Phillips. bea << oe a oF a aA 

i a — 
i 6 a 

| D. R. McKeithan Ce af: _ he 

| Technical Employment Consultant ee _ ee 8 oe 

| Phillips Petroleum Company be | 

Bartlesville, Oklahoma ber — a 
eee cs 

| Dear Mr. McKeithan: Please send me your new book- i — — 2S oT 8 

| let “Career with a Future.” fc , FS - ae i . 

| Street and Number. ........0eeeeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeaeenes a i ; . 

| CY Lccxsereewrerertetrnsciatnesnnnninien SRG neceeemena sie dtses Le 3 - 
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An array of standard types and grades of Asphalt comes from refineries in volume for a wide variety of engineering and industrial applications. 

a = = = 

Asphalt is a versatile family of materials 

“AspPHALT” denotes a class of material after application, liquid Asphaltic leaving an Asphalt film on the aggre- PP q P & P. 88) 
produced from crude petroleum... it materials are comprised of: (1) Cut- gate. Names of the types indicate 
is inherently durable, waterproof and back Asphalts and Road Oils, and (2 relative rates at which their Asphalt y' I F P 
adhesive. Emulsified Asphalts. globules coalesce. 

Asphalt is produced in a variety of The first are blends of Asphalt Study the characteristics and appli- 
consistencies from hard solids to cements and various amounts and cations of Asphalt. Keep a complete 
liquids. The harder types are called types of petroleum diluents, in three _ file of these bulletins. 
Asphalt cements. The more fluid types _ standard types: Slow Curing, Medium 
are called liquid Asphaltic materials. Curing, Rapid Curing. The Rapid Cur- 

ASPHALT CEMENTS ing type contains, relatively, the most 

By far the largest proportion of the volatile ailsent . Cutback . ephalts - SS .hUlrwUCUCUD Asphalt family. Semi-solid to solid, 97° Vora ue paving materas: ey lh 
FP : > Iso fulfill various industrial needs. Cs Asphal irtuall ous ames " [ at sphalt cements answer virtually any * s ce - ie _. 7 logical demand for the properties The emulsified Asphalts consist of | y ti 

desired in hot-mix types of pavement. minute Asphalt globules suspended in births 
pipe-coating, water-proofing and simi- chemically Grete ee ee a (ae Oe 
lar engineering and industrial products. three standard types: Napid setting, LO oe 

6 6 P Medium Setting, Slow Setting. When Le SS Ea | ee 
LIQUID ASPHALTIC MATERIALS deposited upon stone or soil, as in road ‘iQ OE ny of at 
Fluid at normal temperatures, but construction, the emulsions “break,” a yo P ; | 
developing high-bindingabilityshortly allowing the water to escape and ail ~ ww a } 

i 
& Gan oN | Ribbons of velvet smoothness... 4 
EC Ye been , 
(e’ THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, Asphalt Institute Building, College Park, Maryland | MODERN ASPHALT Hichways | 
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Largest axial-flow compressor ever built is this three stage compressor, which provides the airflow for 
the transonic circuit of the Propulsion Wind Tunnel at the U. S. Air Force's Arnold Engineering Development 
Center, Tullahoma, Tennessee. This view from the downstream end of the huge Westinghouse-built compressor 
shows the 63-foot streamlined nacelle that encloses the end of the drive shaft. The transonic circuit of the 
Propulsion Wind Tunnel will test full-scale operating jet engines, or large-scale aircraft and missile models at 
testing velocities ranging from 500 to 1000 mph. 
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LABS 

a Ss WITH THE 
Wot THE 

ne 7 EDITOR 

Interviewee and the Interviewer 
The young engineer is a strange being, possessed of many devils, occasionally 

he is found to speak in weird parables known as formulas, consult his trusted 
Bible, a handbook and unfortunately, at times, forget the obligations which lie be- 
fore him in his fertile field of prosperity. Graduating engineers of Wisconsin, you 
have an obligation to yourself and your schol in your dealings with industry. Have 
you realized your position and lived up to your responsibilities? 

The placement program carried on at this University is a vast one, and it func- 
tions for the benefit of every graduate. Throughout the year, several hundred com- 
panies send their representatives in search for talent—both in personal and tech- 
nical ability. As beginning engineers, you are in demand by these representatives, 
your opportunities are unlimited and the bounty is high. 

In return for the opportunities at your disposal you need only fulfill the few 
requirements of your placement program. The first step is to submit the required 
personal data and recommendations to the placement office. Fill out your employ- 

ment forms with care and answer questions with sincere honesty and integrity. 
Secondly, in anticipation of an interview with a company, prepare yourself by 
becoming familiar with the characteristics of the industry and then present your- 

self at the interview in a business-like manner. Thirdly, and of paramount impor- 
tance is to remember to present yourself. When prosperity reigns and there are times 

of plenty it is too easy to become slightly careless and forget what should be re- 
membered. This one aspect of your relations with company representatives is by 
far the most important to you, your school and your profession. 

As engineers, you must recognize and live up to the code of ethical relations 

formed and developed by your predecessors, which has placed you in the favorable 

position from which you view the world today. “Professional morals, like rules of 

health and grammar, are most effectively observed instinctively’—live up to your 
obligations faithfully. 

J.C.B. 
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in giant network serving a . Aen a tee hh zs 

‘vertical city” of 10,000 ieee ‘ ud aa | 
pee S PEELED Pi C 

ne PEEL 4 
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In an area where news-making structures greet the eye on every y wy UC. Oe Va : e ee : . Ti. 2 FOr a side, the new Socony Mobil Building sets some impressive records. / Th aw we 
It is New York’s biggest in 25 years. With its stainless-steel skin, Se ye 
it is the world’s largest metal-clad building. It is the first big office eh io 
building in New York to use a high-voltage wiring system, and ee 
the first to use self-service elevators exclusively. : 

In choosing Jenkins Valves, however, the builders followed a fied! Arcbliectss, “Fa 
familiar precedent. They took the same future-minded view of Associated “Architects: an NS oer 
operating economy as the planners of so many of the other notable General Contractor: Turner Construction Co. 
buildings that shape Manhattan’s famous skyline . . . who also Mechanical. Contractors ‘Jakes, BAUS W BOLixs 
specified Jenkins Valves. Plumbing Contractor: Eucene Duxxauer, Inq 

For plant operating engineers in every industry, as well as builders, 
the Jenkins Diamond trade mark is the reliable guide to lasting 
alve economy. Jenkins Bros., 100 Park Ave., New York 17. Mi y J ? ” A DAILY “POPULATION” of 10,000 office- 

workers requires, for modern standards of 
f Somlore and Convenience; piping compar- 

- ee able in volume and variety to that of some 
oA a 7 FT cities. The thousands of Jenkins Valves 
or —rw~—~—~”rt~”—~—~—‘i‘ NCC chosen for reliable, efficient, and safe con- 

Fr ‘ hE NL RING work include Iron Gates and Checks on the 
ies | | a , INT IND | main city water supply; Cast Steel Gates 

? | NN KS TLLhmlCL with motor operation for remote control on nil wen a _ eo fire lines; ae Bronze Valves of all patterns 
be _ i | ASAIN Cum | on water, oil, air, and gas lines, 

Prom VALVE Dp 

eo 
SOLD THROUGH PLUMBING-HEATING AND INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTORS 
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Behind this Sperry engineer you see paying your full tuition for advanced J. W. Dwyer, Sperry Gyroscope 
a complex development in one of or continuing studies. Company, Section IBS. 
the nation’s guided missile programs. saga ee +e. Aa Cian ara ieesine what Ke © m Whether you elect to work with P.S. In case you didn’t identify the 

on an Sperry in its modern plant in Long equipment shown above, it is 
@ Imagination is a valuable trait for Island, or in Florida, California, Vir- part of an 8 ft. Sperry-designed 
the engineer making his career with ginia or Utah, there is a bright fu- radar antenna for long range 
Sperry. For here there are many ture for you at Sperry, and one missile guidance. 

challenging opportunities to be met limited only by your own desire to 
in such wae as ate inertial get ahead. 
guidance, radar, computers, micro- 
waves and gunfire control. And while — m™ Check your Placement Office for OUMESEUPE SOMPAMY 
you work with the acknowledged dates when Sperry representatives Division of Sperry Rand Corporation 
leaders in these fields you can further —_ will visit your school. Make it “a BROOKLYN + CLEVELAND + NEW ORLEANS * LOS ANGELES + 
your formal education—with Sperry must” to talk with them or write COMPANY, [OF GANABA, Le GOMER ee 
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IMPORTANT ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FOR POSITIONS AT 

North American Aviation, foremost in the design and production of 

military aircraft, has an established engineering team at its Columbus 

Division with prime responsibility for complete design and development 

of Navy aircraft. 

The New FJ-4—Navy’s latest and fastest Fury Jer—is the most 

recent achievement at Columbus. Other, even more advanced designs 

are now being developed from initial concept to actual flight...creating 

top opportunities for virtually all types of graduate engineers. 

Contact your Placement Office for an appointment with North 

American representatives. 

Or write: Engineering Personnel Office, Dept. COL, North American 

Aviation, Columbus 16, Ohio. 

Ay 
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. AijA 

COLUMBUS DIVISION 

NORTH AMERICAN HAS BUILT MORE AIRPLANES THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE WORLD 
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The field of nuclear power is not one that is easily delved into, but 

in this article one of its most important aspects, that of transferring 

the heat of the reactor from the reactor core to a steam generator, 

is clearly and concisely explained. This method of heat exchange 

by liquid metals promises to be the key to future reactor utilization 

by Davis Hubbard che’57 

The day is approaching when it will be economically consists of about five per cent fissionable material and 
feasible to produce electric power using nuclear reac- ninety-five per cent source material from which fission- 
tions as a source of energy. Scientists and engineers are able material is made in the reactors. 

working day and night on the problems involved, and These neutrons which are released in the fuel can 
they are fast approaching the realization of their goal. take one of the following courses. 
As much energy as is now produced by hydroelectric 1. They can leak out of the reactor core and be 
and steam generating power stations will one day be lost. 

produced by nuclear reactions. > 1 . . 

The heart of any power producing installation is the 2. They can be captured by the materials aa the 
source of energy. In the case of nuclear power, the reactor other than the fuel. This type of feaction re- 

energy is in the form of heat produced in the nuclear leases radiation, but serves no useful function. A 
reactor. A great deal of heat can be produced continu- typical reaction of this type follows. 
ously by a nuclear eae the problem Z to ses ;NY + ont —>  ,C't + ,H* (proton) 

it outside the reactor where it can do useful work such 3 “Lis At uJ 2 Het h: “ticle 
as producing steam to operate a turbogenerator. aL" bg > 1H? + ,Het (alpha particle) 

Scientists have designed nuclear reactors which oper- 3. They can be captured by fuel source material 
ate well and even produce their own fuel. The only and produce more fissionable material, as in the fol- 
major problem is the design of a suitable heat transfer lowing reaction. 

system, : 92U*8 + ont —> ,»,U**® + Y (gamma radiation) 
Inside the nuclear reactor, the energy is produced os9 1 ono i . 

by nuclear reactions involving the disintegration of 2U™ + ont —> 3Np*? + .,B" (beta particle) 
heavy nuclei contained in the fuel and the subsequent 4, They can be captured by a fissionable nuclei and 

release of energy and additional neutrons. This fuel produce a fission reaction and produce more heat and 

12 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER
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This is a typical proposed nuclear power plant reactor and heat exchanger system, using the liquid metal medium 
as a heat transferring device. 

neutrons. The following is an example of this type of Because they require a greater length of time to 
reaction. traverse the distance through the body, slow neutrons 
U4 nt > La f . Bret 4 2unt have a better chance of hitting another nucleus before 

they can escape to the surroundings. 

Only certain heavy nuclei undergo these reactions To reduce the velocity of the fast neutrons, a mate- 
readily; these are the ones used for fuel in the reactor, "al known as a moderator is employed. The fast neu- 

The three major fissionable nuclei are uranium-235, 

uranium-233, and plutonium-239. Reactions occur when he *. . es 

the heavy nuclei are bombarded with neutrons. How- he's oh ‘ a 
ever, all the fission reactions do not yield the same "9! * _— 
products. 

i a 
The fission products fall into two general classes, ; oo 

those in the “light” group with mass numbers of 80- 4 Re 
110 and those in the “heavy” group with mass numbers gy... PD] 
of 125-155. Because all the reactions are not the same, ie : ee 
different numbers of neutrons are produced as the re- | = | 
sult of each separate fission. The average number neu- [| 
trons emitted for each fission is 2.5 + 0.1. an 

These neutrons are emitted at a high energy level, : Ws anne ~— Sunt 
that is, a high velocity, but before they in tun can re- gg saci a Tia tet 
act with other nuclei, their velocity must be greatly re- | gaat eee 

oe = Coe eS ae ee er es 
duced. Since neutrons are electrostatically neutral, they [2 Co A ae al lh eco GF 
are able to penetrate the depths of the fuel atoms with- —Courtesy General Electric 
out a high velocity to overcome any electrostatic forces. This 225-foot sphere of the West Milton, New York atomic Theref 1 Seite . saetate the lei just power plant houses a prototype submarine reactor that distrib- eretore, siow neutrons can penerate the nuclei just utes commercial atomic-electric power to the surrounding com- 
as easily as high velocity neutrons. munities. 
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A simplified diagram of liquid metal heat transfer using the sodium and sodium-potassium alloy heat transfer fluids. Such 

a system has been under test for the last four years at the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory in Schenectady, New York, with 

favorable results. 

trons collide with the moderator nuclei and transmit a useful work can be done. One of the most common 

part of their kinetic energy to the moderator nuclei. ways for cooling the reactor and transferring heat out 

A good moderator is one which can slow the neu- of the system is by cooling with a circulating fluid. 

trons down with a small number of collisions but Essentially, the fluid is first circulated through the 

doesn’t absorb many of the neutrons. After a number of — core of the reactor where it is heated; then it is circu- 

these velocity reducing collisions, the neutron has ap- lated through the steam generator where it in turn 

proximately the same kinetic energy as the molecules heats the water. These power reactors must operate at 

of the moderator. Since the kinetic energy of a mole- high temperatures; and therefore, the properties of the 

cule depends on the temperature, these neutrons are heat transfer fluid at high temperatures must be con- 

called thermal neutrons. sidered. 

When the production of neutrons in the reactor ex- There are many desirable properties for this heat 

ceeds the losses to absorbing media and to the atmos- transfer fluid. Ones of major importance are high heat 

phere, the fission reactions in the reactor will continue capacity, high heat transfer coefficient, low neutron ab- 

at an increasing rate. If this process were allowed to sorption, stability at high temperatures, stability under 

continue, the reaction would get out of control and the — radiation, and high boiling point. 

reactor would destroy itself. Having a high heat capacity means that the mass 

To control the reaction, rods of material having a flow rate can be kept as low as possible. This requires 

large capacity for absorbing neutrons are inserted in a pump of lower capacity. The fluid should not absorb 

the pile. These rods are operated automatically by neutrons to any great extent, because the greatest possi- 

servomechanisms and are pushed farther in or out as ble number of neutrons per unit of fuel is desired. 

the rate of the reaction varies. With this arrangement This means that the losses of non-fissionable materials 

for absorbing the excess neutrons, the number of neu- must be kept to a minimum. It is essential that the fluid 

trons present can be controlled quite closely. be stable at high temperatures and under radiation 

As was mentioned earier, the major problem in the — effects. 

design of a power reactor is the problem of transferring A high boiling point means that the fluid will have 

the heat from the reactor to the steam generators where a vapor pressure at the high temperatures. Thus, the 
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At the Geneva conference, where 70 nations gathered, commercial exhibits of industries from all over the 

world illustrated almost every aspect of the peaceful use of atomic energy. 

system of piping, valves, and pumps can be designed Air has one big advantage—its availability, but this 
to operate at a much lower pressure than if a fluid _ is offset by several disadvantages. Air has poor thermal 
which vaporized at a low temperature were used. This properties for heat transfer. It is costly to pump. If dis- 
reduces the cost of the system a great deal. charged into the atmosphere, after use, it may contain 

Some other desirable characteristics for the heat radioactive wastes. Radioactive argon, which would 
transfer fluid are a low melting point, non-corrosive (Continued on next page) 
with materials used in construction, easy to purify while 
the system is in operation, not harmful to personnel, — - —— 4 
modifier characteristics, low cost, and chemical inac- wg - 2 a _.. tivity. 

If a fluid has a low melting point, it can be kept _ - 
liquid at room temperature without any means of heat- wg a ee hy 
ing the piping. If the fluid corrodes the piping, impur- ae , 
ities are formed. Many impurities are good neutron ab- tate latte) _ Fens ; on . : ee Ee sorbers; therefore, they must be removed to obtain the | tS 4 ae 
greatest neutron economy. If the fluid has modifying oe LL nmin — 
characteristics, the amount of other modifying mate- Se age ote ee at 
rial in the reactor can be reduced, making the size and 542 = = . we ged ree e sie NS aS Recs « o cost less. ; fle oN ON Sy a ak ae 

Even though there is no known fluid with all these re mea oe Sea. “2% gato 
desirable properties, there are several fluids which have § ee aS i eee om — ih ge 
some of the desirable characteristics. Many of them ’ or ee oh fe ee” ph ay Fe re a have been tested in small scale heat transfer systems eee a oe Si? 

- | 3 om Ce he th built by the United States Atomic Energy Commission. [gy | \/7v Be lias i 
Some coolants which have been tried are air and other : —Courtesy General Electric 
gases, ordinary water, heavy water, and liquid metals In the future, this scene of a nuclear power plant beginning 
such as sodium, potassium, and bismuth. construction may be common in many parts of the world. 
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These liquid metals are stable at high temperatures 

and their physical properties are not affected by radio- 
activity. The sodium-potassium alloy is liquid at room 
temperature; the sodium metal melts at 208° F. Both 

liquid metals have nearly the same pumping character- 

SHELL eo _ C) O istics as water. However, these liquid metals have some 
Y serious disadvantages. 

TURES LIQUID Na-K The major disadvantage of the sodium and sodium- 
potassium systems is the high chemical reactivity of the 

WS materials when exposed to air and water. This means 

STEAM that the circulating system must be completely leak- 
Xl proof, and all piping must be jacketed with an inert 

gas to prevent fires. Since the metals are so reactive, 
MERWRY IN ANNULUS impurities in the form of sodium oxide form readily. 

These impurities increase the tendency for the liquid 
metals to corrode the piping. Because of this, they must 

End section of the steam generator of the liquid metal be removed frequently, and a system of purification 
heat transfer system. while the system is operating is needed. All pipes carry- 

ing sodium must be heated in some way to keep the 
metal fluid at room temperature. 

have to be filtered out or removed in some other man- Other liquid metals and fused salts such as lithium, 

ner, is formed as it passes through the reactor. lead-bismuth alloy, and mercury have been tried. None 

Water has several advantages in addition to its low of them seem to have the high heat transfer coefficient, 
cost and high availability. It has good pumping char- low pumping requirement, and good melting and boil- 
acteristics and good heat transfer properties. However, ing point coupled with the low cost of the sodium- 
there are several disadvantages that make its use potassium systems. 

difficult. Considering all advantages and disadvantages, the 
It has a very high vapor pressure at the high temper- sodium and sodium-potassium alloy heat transfer fluids 

atures required in power reactors. This means that spe- seem to offer the most efficient, economical method for 
cial high pressure piping and fittings would have to be producing power from a nuclear reactor. 

built if water were used as the fluid for heat transfer. Such a system of liquid metal heat transfer has been 
Water becomes radioactive upon bombardment with a under test for the past four years at the Knolls Atomic 
neutron stream and remains radioactive for several Power Laboratory in Schenectady, New York. The sys- 

hours, emitting large amounts of gamma radiation. tem has given favorable results as far as the technical 

It also decomposes into hydrogen and oxygen under operation of the system goes. All the engineering prob- 
radiation. This is a disadvantage because hydrogen ab- lems have been met and their solutions found. 
sorbs neutrons readily. The gas mixture is explosive, so The test set up uses two liquid metal heat exchange 

that a fire hazard is present if the system is not com-  Gireuits in series as in the simplified diagram. 
pletely leakproof. oo, . . . . 

The first circuit contains pure sodium which circu- 
Heavy water has the same thermal and chemical  jgteg through the reactor and cools it. This sodium cir- 

properties as regular water, but it is much more ex- cuit is coupled to the second circuit by means of a 

pensive. Because of this greater cost, the losses must be hel] and tube heat exchanger. 

kept to a minimum, and the decomposition products . | . . 

must be recombined to form heavy water again. The The second circuit contains a sodium-potassium alloy 

deutrium which is a product of the decomposition due and is coupled to the steam generator which is another 
to radiation has a low neutron absorption tendency as shell and tube heat exchanger. The steam generated 1s 
opposed to the hydrogen formed by the decomposition used to operate turbogenerators producing electric 
of ordinary water. power. Aside from the steam generator itself, the steam 

, system is of standard construction. The heat exchangers 
Liquid metals, particularly sodium and sodium-po- Used as steam generators are of special construction to 

tassium alloys, offer many desirable heat transfer char-  gjiminate any possible contact between the sodium-po- 
acteristics. Sodium and sodium-potassium have good _ tagcium alloy and the steam. 
thermal properties, having heat capacities of about one- . . a 

fourth that of water. They also have high thermal con- The tubes are of concentric construction with mer- 
ductivities at the temperatures encountered. At these ©U'Y filling the annulus. 

temperatures, the vapor pressures of sodium and so- The mercury provides an adequate heat transfer 
dium-potassium alloys are very low thus reducing the bond while separating the two highly reactive fluids. 
material costs in the piping system. The mercury is not reactive with either water or liquid 
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sodium-potassium alloy. The liquid metal is circulated ta the atmosphere. Instead of argon, helium or nitro- 
through the shell, and it vaporizes the water in the gen could be used, but they are not readily available 

inner tubes. in the high purity required. The sodium combines with 

The heat exchanger used to connect the pure sodium any impurities in the atmosphere over the storage reser- 

and Na-K systems is of the same general construction, Voir, especially oxygen. The sodium oxide formed in- 
but the annulus of the concentric tubes contains static creases the tendency for the sodium to corrode the 
sodium. The sodium which is circulated through the Piping. 
nuclear reactor becomes mildly radioactive, and this Since it is impossible to eliminate these impurities 
static layer of sodium eliminates any leakage of radio- entirely, a method of purifying the liquid metals, for 
active material to the external sodium-potassium Use while the system is in operation, was developed. 
system. Two general methods were found which could be used 

Sodium and sodium-potassium alloy bum spontane- © a ae aoe podium ane “vn alloy. hut the 
ously in air, making them hazardous to personnel. For istillation yields liquid metal of high purity, but the 
this reason, the piping systems, storage tanks, pumps, theaash nner : yee wan yee method, acti 
and valves must be entirely leak-tight. A few problems Lia. a. smn eres mista . ter, does no SWE MEE 9 

arise in testing the piping systems for leaks, because the *% pe n a does distillation. However, this method 
sodium and sodium alloys will leak through hydro- 5 aster, and it mas found that aa treatment was satis- 

statically sound systems. actory for puri cation. A met hod for purifying the 
. . liquid sodium while the system is in operation was 

This means that the pipes cannot be connected by . : 
standard fittings or by flanges using metal gaskets. The devised. standa ‘ y flanges g me a , a — spall ae Besse me WANS) 4 
pipes can, however, be connected by welded joints. Nearly all. of laud metal ig Repeat akout 700 B 

. Bond while a small fraction is fed into a cold reservoir where 
These welds must be sound, though, because the liquid |”, : . . 

: ccm te fantinne it is kept just above the freezing point (208° F.). At 
metal will attack any slag penerations or imperfections | . ~ : 
. : . this temperature, the impurities, which are mostly so- 
in the weld and will form leaks. The only way thata |. : 7 : 

| vad . % te _ dium oxide, precipitate and they can be filtered out of 
sound sytem of welds can be obtained is by using ex- he oes 3 : ~? : 

i Boog’ : the liquid. The purified metal is fed back into the sys- 
treme care in the fabrication of the system. a - 

. . _ : tem, and another fraction is taken to be purified. In 
As was mentioned earlier, the liquid sodium system , . minvedivne cd "ra 

q : this manner, the amount of corrosive impurities in the 
cannot be tested hydrostatically. Nor can a high pres-  quiq js k a aatind ; 5 acsuel 

. uid is kept to a minimum without interrupting the 
sure fluid be used to locate leaks, because all the valves operation of the system 

ee are designed for pe v eantd = ee due In the test system, stainless steel was used for all the 

Or ene OMe Vapor DRESSURY o - adute INSUaS: piping, because techniques of its fabrication are famil- 
The high pressure testing might injure some of the jar, The tubes in the heat exchangers carrying sodium 

components of the system. The best method for detect- and sodium potassium were made of L-nickel. After 
ing the leaks in the system is by the use of a high-vac- three years of continuous operation, the piping showed 
uum helium mass spectrometer leak testing device. no appreciable corrosion when the cold trap purifica- 
Each part of the system is tested as ak iP fabricated. The tion method mentioned above was used. 
section is evacuated and enclosed in a helium jacket. Since sodium is solid at room temperature, some ar- 
If the section under test has even a small leak, the mass yangement for heating the pipes above the melting 

spectrometer will detect the presence of any helium point must be used. Electrical resistance heating is the 
that has leaked into the system. This method can be best method. Non-reactive mineral wool was used to in- 
used for leaks as small as one cubic centimeter of gas culate the heating elements. In case of a leak in the sys- 
per second. tem, the mineral wool would help smother any fire 

Because of the high reactivity of the liquid metals which might start. 

used, the entire system must be jacketed with an inert For the sodium-potassium system, no heating ele- 
atmosphere. This includes the atmosphere over all ments are necessary, because the sodium-potassium al- 
storage tanks and reservoirs. loy has a melting point of 675° F., and is liquid at 

This inert gas jacket has two functions. First, it is a room temperature. 

safety measure against fires. Second, it minimizes the The liquid metals must be circulated in the piping 
contamination of the liquid sodium through leakage of system by means of pumps. Either electromagnetic or 

air into the pipes. In order to have this jacket of inert mechanical pumps may be used for this purpose. 
gas, all pipes carrying the liquid metals must be double In electromagnetic pumps, a current is made to flow 
welded. in the liquid metal, and a strong magnetic field around 

The annular space is filled with argon which is used the pipe exerts a force on the current carrying fluid. 
because it is heavier than air; it is cheap; and it is This type of pump has several advantages. It is com- 
available in high purity. The pressure is kept near at- pletely leak-proof; it has no moving parts; it can be 
mospheric pressure in the annulus. easily controlled by varying the magnetic field strength 

This low pressure differential plus the fact that argon around the pipe. 

is heavier than air minimizes the leakage of the argon (Continued on page 64) 
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YOUR FUTURE -Chemistry and Koppers? 
In an age when most frontiers are Your future? It’s going to be touched a future in chemistry or engineering 
shrinking, there is one that is constant- by chemistry to an extent never dreamed with Koppers, contact your College 
ly growing—the frontier of the chemist. of by earlier college classes. That’s why Placement Director. Or write Industrial 

This frontier has been pushed slowly a future in the chemical industry can be Relations Manager, Koppers Company, 
back ever since the days of the pioneer such a rewarding one for those who are Inc., Koppers Building, Pittsburgh 19, 
18th and 19th Century chemists. Their not afraid of the challenge of responsi- Pennsylvania. 
theories, proved in laboratories, were bility, the new and the difficult. —-— 
made useful by the mechanical genius In addition to chemicals and plastics, ye! L —__ SEND FOR free 24-page 
of engineers such as Heinrich Koppers, Koppers produces tar products, metal \ UC . _ Conus entitled “Your 
designer of the modern chemical recov- products, pressure-treated wood. It de- Lh i] ie Ll dil eyen ie: eis 
ery coke oven. These early scientists signs and builds coke, steel and chem- = "|| dustrial Relations Man- 
Jaid the foundation for the diversified ical plants. a g wer, Koppers Company 
chemical industry that has grown so If you would like to know more about | en oe mane 
rapidly in the goth Century. 

And what are the results? An indus- s . . 
try that has helped mankind by devel- Consider a Career with Koppers 
oping entirely new and better products 

for more pleasant living; an industry I-A 
that has extended the life of man by ( | KOPPE Re Ss 
developing new or improved medicines; | ||KOPPERS|||_ 
an industry that has extended the | w 
life of many materials, conserving our _ Lo CHEMICALS & ENGINEERING 
natural resources, ae 
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The ‘“‘jetstream”’: a wide river of air flowing 

at 20 to 40 thousand feet above sea level with 

highest speeds in excess of three hundred knots. 

by Russell Porath m’57 

Recently the air, weather, and forestry services have ing interest of the United States Weather Bureau has 

realized the presence of a weather phenomena which enabled that organization to pinpoint the jetstream at 

they named “the jetstream.” The jetstream can best be any given time with a certain amount of accuracy. On 

described as a wide, flat river of air flowing on a mean- the other hand, it remains to be seen how accurate 

dering course, generally from west to east, with a cen- their forecasting will prove, since little has been at- 

tral axis of peak velocity winds at 20 to 40 thousand tempted thus far except on a very loose and long range 

fect above sea level. basis. 

Various experiences of the United States Air Force The jetstream is a concentrated core of high velocity 

and the Department of Forestry indicate that the jet- winds imbedded in the general flow. Its width may 

stream has pertaining effects on navigation and fire con- vary from ten miles to several hundred, although it is 

trol. This information was brought to light within the generally observed to be approximately three hundred 

past five years largely through the advent of high alti- miles wide. The depth remains fairly constant at about 

tude aircraft, three or four thousand feet. The strongest winds are 

High velocity winds present over the United States located in the center, or core, of this cross-section; their 

throughout the year have proved to be either invalu- _ velocity will decrease as much as fifty knots in a thous- 

able or seriously detrimental to the fuel consumption — and feet either above or below the center maximum. 

problems of our latest high-altitude aircraft. That this Speeds up to three hundred knots have been re- 

is true will be cited in later examples of documental corded as a maximum performance of the jetstream, al- 

and personal experience. though two hundred knots is a more regular occurrence. 

Although many extensive programs to investigate the Studies made by Japanese scientists using delicate 

jetstream have been completed, the sum total informa- equipment noted the highest speed winds recorded 

tion still remains quite generalized; however, increas- anywhere, in excess of three hundred knots. At the 
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outer limits of the core, where the velocity is lowest, a In February of 1920 Major Bob W. Schroeder, United 
violent turbulence has been recorded. This tubulence States Army pilot and holder of altitude records, 
was attributed to the shear forces of the jetstream climbed westward from Dayton up to nearly seven 
through a normal flow of calmer air, a common occur- miles. Although Major Schroeder’s course was always 
ence that accompanies any abrupt change. westward, he landed east of where he started. A power- 

The jetstream is located at different altitudes at dif- ful jetstream had shoved him backwards; undoubtedly 
ferent times; the range includes anywhere from twenty he considered such a strong headwind only one of na- 
thousand feet to eight miles, although it has been ob- _ ture’s rare freaks, for no further investigation was made 
served occasionally at much lower altitudes. It is usually at the time. 
located about ten thousand feet higher in the summer « es » . Sa a 8 In World War I, however, “the Siberian pet,” strong- season than in the winter, with an average of fifty knots . , : : : : est of all, once held General LeMay’s bombers motion- per hour faster flow in the latter season. Like so many af 1 : : : less over the Pacific as they struggled on a westerly other aspects of the jetstream, both these observations . . : course toward Japan. On the other side of the world remain unexplained, . wae ‘ + Beli : ai : the jetstream was a navigational aid, pushing English- The relative global positions of the jetstream vary : z ‘ based bombers over European targets with such rapid- continually. Data gathered by one group showed five, ‘ : = : ? . ity that an clement of surprise was affected. different jetstreams, or fingers, over the North American 
continent at that particular time; another observation The realization began to dawn; as the operational 
made by the same group one week later revealed only _ level of aviation increased to higher altitudes, the exist- 
one huge jetstream present, located over the United ence of these tubular bands of high speed winds be- 

States. came more and more apparent. 
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Typical global positions. 

Lieutenant Colonel Napolean Shaka, present head of The Strategic Air Command has recently finished an 

the observer section of the 306th Bomb Wing at Mac- extensive program called “Project Black Sheep” for that 

Dill Air Force Base, may be rightfully credited for purpose. SAC aircraft have found wind shears up to 

naming these winds “the jetstream.” His experience thirty knots increase per one thousand feet altitude 

came in the fall of 1951 on a SAC training mission out near the heart of the jet. The largest single value re- 

of Mildenhall, England. Colonel Shaka was several ported in Project Black Sheep was a fifty-two knot de- 

hundred miles southwest of Cornwall when he turned crease over fifteen hundred feet. This value was ob- 

his mission straight cast to complete the second leg of served near Tulsa, Oklahoma in March of 1954 by five 

the flight. A “return” showed up on the radar scope’s _ pairs of B-47s in that area. 

one hundred mile range that shouldn't have been there, Since these values all formed a smooth pattern of the 

unless it was a fastgrowing weather echo. jetstream, it is believed this maximum value for vertical 

But the weatherman hadn’t mentioned it in his brief- shear is quite reliable. Another complicated investiga; 

ing. The situation was worrying in that the flight was tion of the project was concerned with measuring the 

approaching the rough weather so fast, so he switched small-scale structures of the Jetstream's upper field. It 

his radar to the fifty mile range. Much to his surprise @S done by photographing the individual distinguish- 

the “build-up” turned out to be nothing more than a ing characteristics of the jet aircraft's exhaust trail. 

coastal break-up, and the “fast approach” was not the Wind shears thus measured were up to and including 

front’s speed at all, but his own, three and one half knots per one hundred feet over in- 

; tervals ranging from one hundred fifty to three hundred 

His mission of B-29’s had been caught up in the feet, 

lower reaches of the jetstream and was being literally “If you can’t beat it, then join it,” is the latest theory 

blown across the English Channel at a ground speed of — of aircraft versus weather. This is, in effect, what SAC 

five hundred knots per hour. had done. They found that horizontal windspeed varia- 

Today Colonel Shaka’s job of observer at MacDill tions are much more important for jet flight planning 

carries him into the jetstream frequently for tracking, and fuel management than vertical wind shears. Varia- 

plotting, and investigative purposes. With the fuel re- tions of forty knots over ten nautical miles at B-47 

servations inherit in modern aircraft, especially of the — cTursing level have been observed in the jetstream by 

jet-powered type, it has become an essential problem to Project Black Sheep. ; oo 

plot reliable data concerning the jetstream. It’s either These things are important to the jet aircraft that 

that or “take your chances,” for the jetstream can be cruises normally at the general levels of the tropopause 

quite dangerous to aircraft that need large and well and jetstream, The jet can be diverted vertically above 

constructed runways to land on, should their fuel run °F below its level of optimum cruise, so that flight is 

out bucking the jet. (Continued on page 24) 
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L. K. Edwards (center), advanced design and systems 
analysis department head, discusses launching of a ballistic 
missile with W. P. Gruner (left), head of weapons systems 
integration, and Systems Analyst G. W. Flynn, 

. ~ Py! Ny the creative approach to MISSILE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

There are few areas in which engineers and scientists can apply 
their abilities so broadly as in Lockheed’s concept of systems Sdbbad 
analysis. Lockheed systems analysis staff members engage " 
importantly in virtually every phase of missile preliminary design MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION 
and development as they: 

i 
» formulate overall analytical treatment research and engineering staff 
= perform original analyses when problems defy conventional 

handling LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
' = coordinate analytical activities among different departments 

Because Lockheed is involved primarily in frontier activities, its VAN NUYS + PALO ALTO + SUNNYVALE 
systems analysis emphasis is on new approaches, new techniques, 
new ideas. It is work that calls for flexible, creative minds. a 

- Positions are open in systems analysis and virtually every field 
of engineering and science related to missile systems.



The Big Blow To the Forest Service the jetstream means “a strong, 

; vertical wind shear.” They have studied its relativity to 
(Continued from page 22) : 3 . s 

the lightning problem and found that it sometimes ap- 

S pears to make storms worse, while in other situations it 

+] 60 tends to blow the tops off towering cumulus clouds, thus 

ta hindering them from reaching lightning-storm propor- 

“1 5 tions. This alone is their sole reason for jetstream study. 

& Their observations show that certain types of clouds 

4 40 are often associated with the jetstream. This association 

2 between cloud formations and high-altitude winds 

3 points to the possibility of observing and mapping the 

a 30 jetsream by visual methods. 

2 In turn, foresters may find that the jetstream clouds 

re 20. serve as indicators of fire weather and lightning condi- 

= tions and signal some of the probable patterns of fire 

a 10 behavior. 

a Cloud forms of the jetstream appear to be of four 

a types. Two high cloud types are 1) long streamers of 

50 soo +50 Rao sirrus ing at high velocity, and 2) great patches of 

WINDSPEED IN KNOTS Sumus moving at is % great P 
cirrocumulus showing small waves and ripples. The 

Altitude location of jetstream. Graph based on actual wind other two types are middle cloud formations; 3) the 

observation showing jetstream with speed approaching 200 altocumulus lenticular, resembling a stack of leaning 

knots at altitudes between 30,000 and 40,000 feet. flapjacks, and 4) the altocumulus billows, parallel bands 

of clouds showing waves or billows at right angles to 

made at levels of more helpful winds. As the flight pro- their motion. 

gresses the altitude of the aircraft is continually ad- As an additional phase of their cloud survey, twenty- 

justed to stay in the core velocity of the jetstream. If five fire lookouts recorded daily observations of jet- 

this isn’t done, the time and fuel schedule of the air- stream clouds during the summer season. The surveys 

craft may become endangered. are still in progress. This information will provide the 

For instance, a change from one hundred twenty basis for making generalized jetstream maps, which in 

knots to sixty knots and back to one hundred twenty turn will be compared with the daily high-altitude 

knots within four hours was experienced at thirty four maps furnished by the Weather Bureau. 

thousand feet over Columbus, Ohio by a flight of B-47s With the small amount of data available, it is diffi- 

on March 5, 1954. Some weeks later, another flight of cult to generalize on the relationship between surface 

B-47s observed a wind change from two hundred knots winds and the jetstream. The mountain winds due to 

to seventy-two knots at forty thousand feet over Muscle convective heating, downdrafts, and frontal winds all 

Shoals, Alabama during a three hour period of local exceed twenty-five knots. On the other hand, surface 

flying. winds below the jetstream may be very light. However, 

: . . surface winds greater than thirty-five knots seem due 

. The smart aircraft commander knows that his track solely to a jetstream effect. These winds are dangerous 

for the shortest bavel time between air points is not a from the fire-danger standpoint because they may occur 

straight line. One February, 1954 mission of B-47s out. . . . ° 

: Ba caceme ° . . in dry weather. 
of MacDill Air Force Base carefully routed around the With the fire lookout stations reporting regularly the 

Jetstream on the westbound leg of the flight, and ao wind velocities present at their stations, it was found 

it while eastbound, bringing them to their destination that winds over twenty-five knots were almost invaria- 

nineteen minutes ahead of their great circle time. By bly associated with a jetstream condition. 

flying farther they got there faster. Where the jetstream fails to reduce the severity of a 

Generally speaking, B-47 experience during maxi-  lightning-storm build-up, or where it tends to increase 

mum endurance cruise has actually shown that the its severity, the Forest Service hopes to offset the effect 

average amount of time saved by flying a minimal time _ by cloud seeding. Laboratory experiments conducted by 

path over that of a great circle path is about five per them have proved that the introduction of such nuclei 

cent of the total flight time. Putting his savings in dol- as dry ice or silver iodide will modify cumulus cloud 

lars and cents, a single eight to nine-hour mission of structures favorably. The exact course of events of the 

thirty-five B-47s would save fifty-six hundred dollars by Forest Service’s experiments remain for the future to 

flying the minimal time path instead of the great circle decide, however, as more information is obtained. 

track. 
THE END 
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New careers for engineers, now that 

RCA'’s pioneering in this exciting medium means unlimited 
opportunities for you in every phase from laboratory to TV studio 

eee a asain 7 

oe 6: a ie Ean) [| 254 SQUARE INCHES i 
as | et ay | L-. ] 

= 4 y | Lot. - a | Now, more than ever, new _ Serene csmerritnmran ain i ” j i : engineering skills and tech- | : [ (Oe 
niques are needed in the Like 2 sets in 1—get Color and black-and- Big-as-life 21-inch picture tube — overall ae 4 white shows, too! It’s RCA Victor Compatible diameter. Actually 254 square inches of view- television industry — to keep Color TV. See the great Color shows in “Living able picture area. And every inch a masterpiece abreast of the tremendous Color’—regular shows in crisp, clear black-and- of “Living Color.” Here are the most natural ; : : white. With Big Color, you see everything. tones you've ever seen—on a big-as-life screen! strides being made in Color 
TV. RCA — world leader in ee ee OC ee electronics — invites young L | | a LC oe engineers to investigate these eS a as _ i : oS gee Cds 7 challenging opportunities. ie CL L — ft Ned | Only with RCA will you find SD | — $F q I or i 
a scientific climate particular- - i. ue i 2S eT > os i y pane. AN ly suited to the needs of young eee a se ps i 4 “yy W ngineers, Yo knowl i Au : fi Vw ene nee) : ¥ ME . now. ledge Color every night — right now! Something Big Color TV is so easy to tune, even a and imagination will be given for everyone! You'll have “two on the aisle” child can do it! Turn two color knobs and full rein. Rewards are many. for the best shows ever—drama, comedies, Spec- there's your Big Color picture! It’s easy, quick, / taculars, children’s shows, local telecasts. For now accurate. It’s a new thrill when the picture pops Your talents are needed in 216 TV stations are equipped to telecast Color. onto the screen in glowing “Living Color.” research — in TV receiver de- even ee tne tatepeee en . oe sign — in network operations be SS q a — even “ backstage” at TV stu- | ge wth le, ay fy i 7 x . itt EO, , fe a a dios. The experience and a ey oe ; ot ies 2.3 : knowledge you gain can take C will ong — | you anywhere! : yy 4 | ye > « | fi | S'S | a | _ —_ ., ; 

Practical and trouble-free! Service at new Color TV is a common-sense investment— WHERE TO, low cost! Big Color is dependable Color. And costs only a few cents a day. It’s sure to be- MR. ENGINEER? RCA Victor Factory Service is available in most come th2 standard in home entertainment for areas (but only to RCA Victor owners). $39.95 years to come—yet you can enjoy Color every night . covers installation and service for ninety days. right now! And you can buy on easy budget terms. RCA offers careers in TV and 
allied fields — in research, devel- coor a Sere ere eee opment, design and manufactur- I | | | ‘ ing—for eagineers with Bachelor i | " | 
or advanced degrees in E.E., | | £ i aos ReAMactan ane: M.E. or Physics. Join the RCA : | 49 | | 

family. For full information I | | 
write to: Mr. Robert Haklisch, : 4 aoe | | Manager, College Relations, a i i Baia : . A Radio Corporation of America, Now starts at $495 —no more than once Make sure the Color TV you buy carries , a — paid for black-and-white. This is the lowest this symbol of quality. Because RCA pioneered Camden 2, New Jersey. price for Big Color TV in RCA Victor history! There and developed Compatible Color television, RCA are 10 stunning Big Color sets to choose from— Victor Big Color TV—like RCA Victor black-and- table, consolette, lowboys, and consoles, too. white—is First Choice in TV, 
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When the editors of the nation’s business press going into new plant facilities this year alone 

devote cover stories to a company, it’s a good Hercules will continue to be a growth leader in 

sign that the company is setting a fast pace in the years ahead. This is the type of company in 

today’s competitive world. By branching off which ability finds its opportunity for advance- 

into new fields of creative chemistry, by build- ment; where a young man can grow into the 

ing its sales from $7,000,000 in 1913 to more type of job he will find most rewarding. Why 

than $226,000,000 in 1955, Hercules Powder not find out more about careers with Hercules 
000, > 

Company was one of the big stories of 1955. from your placement officer? Or write direct to 

With an investment of more than $28,000,000 Hercules for additional information. 

Personnel Department 
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968 Market Street, Wilmington 99, Del. GR56-2 
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ee 2: 0 ee reactor for a utility power plant. 

The first large homogeneous reactor for a utility 

x : power plant is now being designed by Westing- 

\ a = house engineers and scientists, in partnership 
a a _ a S with the Pennsylvania Power and Light Com- 
~~. a — i S pany, for whom the plant will be built. The 

a i plant will have a capacity of 150,000 kw. 

a | . i Liquid fuel will be circulated throughout the 
- nuclear power plant and carry heat to steam 

| y = ‘ generators. 

oe _- This is only one of many daring research 

+ ss and engineering projects young engineers can 
—. CC work on at Westinghouse. 

el ] a  . Here you can work in your chosen field . . . 

; _ electrical, mechanical, chemical and industrial 
| . . : engineering; physics; mathematics; metallurgy 

: _-. and many others. And, you can pick the type 
j  . sf of work you prefer. 

_ _ : _ Rapid expansion of manufacturing capacity 

i xtentry into new fields like radar, automation 
. | sk _—séade : . and semiconductors, enable capable young men 

Se Cw advance rapidly. 

SO CO {4 soPlanned program of training . . . continued 
ee | ctcation at graduate school level (at company 

- I At es | : a | cost), and advanced management and profes- 

ih a ll favorable and exciting climate in which to grow. 

oe . : : : _ , For further information, talk to your place- 

“4 | ment officer or ask him to make a date with the 
. | : e § Westinghouse interviewer. Meanwhile, write for 

| _ : ry Finding Your Place in Industry and Continued 
he _ 2 " i Education at Westinghouse. 

lr i Write: Mr. C. W. Mills, Regional Educational 
— | ; Co-ordinator, Westinghouse Electric C a 

a se tion, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago 90, Ill. 

a ° 

Ur cs esti ng OuSC 
Possible design for homogeneous reactor vessel. 
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The author presents a complete and eye-opening account of the ad- 

vantages of handloading your own ammunition. Not only economy, 

but also increased accuracy and performance are gained by the sports- 

man who decides to make a hobby of the fine art of handloading. 

Alfred E. Wiegand m’58 

The purpose of this article is to acquaint the aver- it is first necessary to give descriptions of the cartridge 
age sportsman with handloading procedure, costs and components that the handloader must work with. 
accuracy. Shooters have turned to handloading because The cartridge case may be generally described as a 

of the economies afforded, and because of the out- container for the primer, the propellent charge of 
standing performance they can obtain with their rifle powder, and the projectile or bullet. It is the main 
by handloading. It is possible to save more than two- body into which the components are placed resulting 

thirds of the cost of ammunition, develop ammunition jn a unit of ammunition which can be loaded, fired, 

having superior accuracy and performance and enjoy and ejected from the breech of the rifle. When a cart- 
a very interesting hobby at the same time. ridge is fired in a rifle, the case acts as a seal to pre- 

Reloading ammunition will pay dividends to the Vent the escape of gases from the breach. 
hunter who uses his rifle during the hunting season Center fire rifle cartridge cases are made from brass, 

only. Why should a man leave his gun in the rack for 70 per cent copper and 30 per cent zinc, called car- 
all but two weeks out of the year when, if by hand- — tridge brass. Cartridge brass differs from other brasses 
loading, he can make superior ammunition at low cost in that it has physical properties which make it well 
and have the fun of shooting the year round. adapted to deep drawing, essential in the manufac- 

The economy of handloading will give him the Fure ‘ok cartridge cases. ne Cases are heat tempered 
* egantvep ; ° . ‘ .. leaving the mouth and sidewalls fairly soft and the 

opportunity to spend many more hours shooting his : 
wie urpiloes’ esce . “1 head quite tough and hard. 
rifle. This will enable him to become more familiar : . . 

: . se rn : The Boxer primer is used almost exclusively for 
with the performance of his gun and improve his , . . . . . 

“ center fire cartridges in America. It consists of a cup 
shooting eye. 8 

; ; , containing the pellet or charge covered by a paper 
As a result of handloading he would have far less dise which is backed by a small metal anvil. The anvil 

doubt about getting his game next fall, at least from packs up the priming charge when the firing pin of 
the standpoint of being able to place his shot where the rifle strikes the primer, 

it counts. In a great many instances, the shooters who The Boxer primer is also much easier to remove from 
make one shot kills are handloaders. the fired case and is therefore preferred by the hand- 

In order to simplify this discussion of handloading, loader. 
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SUPER-SEAL mame The first step in handloading is to give the cartridge 
CRIMP Co | case a close inspection. 

| Rare frie TUBE 5 2 . apes rer Generally speaking, there are five things to look for 
SHOT FRSeR rE in case inspection. They are: Neck Split; Body Split; 

poeta, Body-Head Separation; Swelled Head and Primer 
(areca Pocket; and Excessive bulge. 
Thee et ret ine If any of these conditions exist, the cases in question 

ft should be discarded. The only possible exception might 
SUPER-SEAL _ be the case with excessive bulge. Oversize rifle cham- 
CUP WADS< - bers will cause the fired case to show excessive bulge. 

[ ~* pase wap As long as the shooter is well aware of the condi- 
BRASS HEAD 7 tion, these cases may be reloaded with moderate 

a ‘ PRIMER charges. Full loads at maximum pressure levels should 
Cateny “waneneaustwentuna never be used in bulged cases because the extreme 

Here a cross-sectional view shows the main parts of pressures might rupture them, with possible injury to 
the commonly used shot-shell. the shooter. When bulged cases are reloaded, they 

should be neck resized only, and not full length resized 
which will work harden the brass in the area of Gun powder to the average shooter is probably the the bulge. 

most foreign of the cartridge components unless he . 
happens to be an experienced handloader. The num- . Cases to be reloaded must be relatively clean and bers designating the various powders used in hand- lightly lubricated in order to resize them easily. This 
loading are completely without meaning to the i accomplished by wiping them with a cloth contain- 
average shooter, ing a small amount of case lubricant. By cleaning and 

lubricating the cases while inspecting them, all three These numbers however, being the method used to jobs can be done at once. 
identify the various types of powder, make it essential 
that the handloader know them. A list and description 
of the rifle powders used in handloading will be found 
in any handloading manual. TIME ELEMENTS @ Target sighted 

In order to obtain the performance expected of pres- OF A SHOT and recognized od sec. 
ent day sporting rifle cartridges, it is essential that 
handloaders use jacketed bullets. Present day jacketed b Human reaction time 
bullets consist of drawn gilding metal jackets in which i 
a lead core is inserted and is swaged to shape in a i 
steel die. Jacket metal hardness and Jead hardness are i 
varied depending upon the type of bullet being made. ' MOUNT, GUN 

Bullets to be used in low velocity cartridges are con- : on a 
structed differently than those to be used in high ' 
velocity cartridges. Like cartridge cases, bullets are \ POINT GUN 
carefully-designed precision-made products. i @ a 

To begin handloading, the following equipment is : XS 
essential: ; PULL TRIGGER D5 sec. 

Loading Press i 
Set of Dies for Press, 1 calibre only 1 C Mechanical delay time 
Powder Scale ' 
Powder Funnel a ' = 
Case Lubricant : = i | 
Case Mouth Chamfering Reamer b i Bullets ! TRIGGER TO FIRING PIN .008 
Primers c| 3 SS 
Smokeless Powder : —> — d} IGNITION AND BARREL .003 O11 sec 

With these the handloader may begin his work. } : i 
Select a place for handloading with good light and i d Shot flight time 

adequate storage room for tools and supplies. A small , Eh woceeeeeeeeeeQ 
drawer cabinet will be very handy for cases, dies, i EE ~~ | 20 YARDS 
primers, bullets, etc. A solid heavy table or work 4, aie © 065 sec. 
bench is a necessity for the handloader to form a stable # 
base for the loading press. TON 065s. LO a ey ee 
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The Speed of Wild fowl case and ruin several cases before discovery. It is best 

; ; to check the pin for being on center before screwing 

Cia Saar seater cara eee ae ee ai the die into the press frame. The stem is easily straight- 

gives the following estimates, helpful in determining the correct lead when ened if found bent. 
ting: 

“eoins SPEED IN FEET PER SECOND To begin the resizing operation, place the die in the 

0 a ss] amo) Dress so that when the shell holder is moved to the 

ae" top of the stroke, it nearly touches the bottom of the 

CANVAS-BACK todx die. Then adjust the decapping rod so the decapping 

Bane A pin hangs below the bottom of the die about 3 of an 

GREEN-WING TEAL by TOG inch. The expanding plug should always lie about 

Bae | wi 1/16 inch above the bottom of the die, otherwise it 

SLUEWING TEAL rite TOS will hit the web of the case before it has entered the 

REDHEAD oe a die completely. Whether the die is made for neck 

1 | i sizing or full length sizing, it can be adjusted the 

BRANT 104---4---¢0g same way. 

tty | To perform the resizing operation, place a case in 

SARADAIGOOSE TOG the shell holder and move the operating lever the 

GADWALL | | {| rola full length of the stroke. This will move the case all 

rt tt \g the way into the die if the die has been set properly. 

WIDGEON oes The case has been made to conform to the contour 

| || | of the die and the decapping pin has pushed the fired 

PINTAIL 12. ee primer out. Moving the operating lever in the opposite 

direction from before will remove the case from the 

SPONDS 12 i compen nnn Gg die, As the case is going out of the die, the expander 

slack buck 10 = cctfhecss | f plug is automatically pulled through the neck of the 

| - case, resizing it to proper dimensions. 

MALLARD TO --- a afk It is at this point that primer pocket cleaning takes 

© place. It is not necessary to clean primer pockets after 

every firing but they should be inspected after every 

four or five reloadings to be sure no large deposits of 

One precaution to observe is the over-lubrication of residue have built up impairing proper primer seat- 

cases. If too much lubricant is used, it will build up in 
the die and cause oil dents, generally in the shoulder 

of the case. 
nti 

. ‘ ‘ ‘ ne : 
Cases which are exceptionally dirty can be cleaned ai 

if they are immersed in 10% glacial acetic acid, washed ed 

thoroughly and dried. iN 

. : LOAD SLOWER THAN INTENDED 
Cases to be reloaded must be resized or reduced = 

to such dimensions that the neck will grip a new bul- Never reaches fast moving bird. 

let and fit properly in the chamber of the rifle. If the 

fired cases are to be used in the same rifle again, it is . 

recommended that they be neck sized only. This means A ong 

the body of the case is left as it was and only the neck Se 
resized to proper dimensions. fr 

Cases should not be full length resized unless the i\ 

cartridges are to be used in another rifle or the fired ey OM MT Lay 

cases have expanded too much to go back in the rifle ete tartar. in Iront of lardol 

chamber easily. Consecutive full length resizing hard- 

ens brasss and shortens case life greatly. 

Before beginning the resizing operation, be sure to eS. 

check the decapping pin for centering. It is not uncom- Ly OE 

mon for the decapping stem in the sizing die to become ily 

slightly bent so that the decapping pin is not centered 4 
in the die. When this occurs the decapping pin does \ 

not hit the flash hole in the primer and is frequently Ba WISI RST UG) EMS) Mose 

broken. It may also pierce the web of the cartridge Is on target and enables shooter to perfect his swing. 
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nine OSE oddly None) VN wr. THE IMPORTANCE OF SHORT SHOT STRING 
cry] 100 200-300-400 500 600-700-800 900 1000 WS: GBINKAY IBKB meebo YARDS SUPER-X LOAD — 60 YARDS. 

Se aoe [oo pen oe po menese 
po YAN : NAAN i 
po RA -/N : : - f) ; : 
a ye ee py ‘ ‘ _@ i : 

ey ee Nee So SSS: - >=: : 
p | ft Wo} ff S : a if 
a ry : ei iz 
| Da eal perl cee eV VV : VE He . : - : a iz rr ee wt : Vote EE 

7 [WAAC tls : Tit ef f= 
of tN t) ots i toate iz 

a eA \\ "ee iz tle oe, ib 
PAA 7 ot is ery Ve 

150 |---|} —- Wi . : ie A i 
ft rd ce Pee oa | ANS , : ié As 3 io 
A a a NN re is eettne iz 

eA Nog is ET beste fz 
pf ANA ‘: $3 er tprl tet ie 

rp | eee Vee be TW to. i 
PA re fe tT le yt i 
po At HS t to 
pot a ep is 1? ie 
fall une fio WANN gh I Wy fh thst ie 

250 }—}—}———} —} Wa : ol es ie i is 
rrr ° ‘ id se] coe tx Sse Wie = tlt ig 2tth. 38 

Pp ft Ay aera it is ngerecrive te) ERFECTIVE | 
| po : . is Petters. !| PEL i 

AO P| ._______\\\ | +t ig } ; ; ; pf 
1] £0 $ ae 

pt ina : lS | . -—_ in : boy 
PT. DT ne ts < ORDINARY Loan. go ML SALREHY heavy. décle 

' = load of 3'%-1'4-4 gave onl ellets that ha ry) —e—ee| : a «if? mmethomatical chante of hitting the meving target ct 
pot ee eFFective 12 3 Go vais: He dash ying 40 milan cn hous or BE fest ae a a second, flew out of the 17-foot long shot string by 
Pepe) [TT PELLETS moving 15 inches. The duck then moved an addi- 
re pos tionel 10 inches in the 24/1000 of @ second required 
oT _ T_T ee : 1a for the lagging long shot string to pass the target. 

re ae SUPER-K LOAD... Thi Super load wih an 
fe [ng | werrective Hae tenth hel cetera chee cf Mies th }— |} }— | | eit: fF ISS tees Satins en se eee i i edvontage % | _ _ : i | siete tei dery in fover af Soper Noe 

, | | | Pe eee . : thvptes of the Ngo Super x ‘Short shot string 
450 ‘ces ees | Sy : aeapeaees rough or beyond the target in 15/1000 

100 200 300 «400 «500 «600 «700 +800 900 1000 YARDS ae 

ing. The residue can be removed with a small end mill and also lengthened too much and must be pressed 
and a piece of flannel cloth or a wire brush. into the chamber. A slight crimping or marks on the 

mouth of the case indicate that the case neck has 
Before the case reaches the bottom of the stroke, a . . 

new primer is placed in the primer inserting punch (Gontinued on page 70) 
located below the shell holder in line with the die. The 

case in the shell holder is then moved down over the Cart idge Types 
priming punch, forcing the new primer into the case. artriage lyp 

After the cases have been resized and primed, they ernie 
should be checked for size to be sure they will fit the ( ‘ a 
rifle they are to be used in. Try one of the cases in 8 

the rifle. If it does not go in the chamber easily, one Rimless 
or two conditions might exist. . 

Either the case neck has lengthened sufficiently to r ee = 
make the case mouth tight against the forward end of (femmes 

the chamber; or the body of the case has expanded 
. 2 e ase nas expe Rimmed 

(fe 
PR FE i 

ie Cn gamete Bottleneck 
(es | 

i, | a 
Primer Powder Case Bullet ( 

—Courtesy Winchester-Western II 

A cut-a-way view showing the main parts of the rifle cartridge. Straight 
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FILMS ferent states based upon projects 

A new movie, “Heat Transfer °° ideas that accelerate the prog- 

400° to 750° F.” has just been CSS of are welding in industry. 

an > placed in circulation by the Dow FELLOWSHIPS 

7 Chemical oe a =” a Two graduate fellowships and 
taining fecimical Move ane a several assistantships in meteorol- 
cusses the story of modern process eey aod sommoprephy for the 

heating where precise temperature . me : 
Ie: red. Included 1957-58 academic year are avail- 

— are sequuiretl nclud oe able at the New York University 

the advantages Of vapor p ae College of Engineering. One fel- 
heating using Dowtherm, which ° - as 
does not have . ; ; lowship carries full tuition plus 
Ges not have excessive Pressures. ¢9 509. The other covers full tui- 

The film was well received by moze ti0 and fees 

SCHOLARSHIPS than 200 industrial and educa- Candidat . t have had math 

$5,000: FOR ENGINEERING UNDER: tional members of the American aucldatesmust Rave: nay mat 
GRADUATE DESIGNS Lastit © Chemical Engi ‘ ematics courses through differen- 

The James F. Lincoln Arc Weld- she : . - 1 nastin enti i tial equations and at least 12 hours 

ing Foundation of Cleveland, Ohio, a meeting, Tecenky 3 of physics. They need not have 

has announced the 10th in_ its oie ae . dily obtainabl taken undergraduate courses in 

series of design competitions for fr “ihe: Bi sdeun tt ihe rah © meteorology or oceanography. 

college engineering undergradu- bemic . ote i ng vother Applications can be obtained 

ates. The Foundation is offering fea wou oe Hen safe from: Assistant Dean in Charge 
$5,000 in cash awards to students wn re um Ot ee u a °r of the Graduate Division, New 

and scholarship funds to schools ne aGiie + Seiad © a Cathe ei . York University College of Engi- 
for undergraduate mechanical or eed ab "eh _ F st ee on neering, New York 53, N. Y. The 
structural designs in which arc ee ot Yy 7 N a a forms must be returned to the Col- 

welding is used. Actually two sepa- . - bl “or ft a Me ors the lege before April 1, 1957. 

rate competitions are offered, one nme ° eckn “ wane ok if i 

in mechanical and one in  struc- ie =! ew ure e ia Be SOCIETIES 

tural designs. A total of 46 awards ae your BOND ONS ae 
: - : : to show this picture a print can be 

will be made, the highest being : 
by OK ‘ 5 borrowed with no charge except 
$1,250. Winners and their schools te from: Graphic. Servi 

also receive national professional Postage Fics ot Bienes ie ech 
feco#inition Division, Bureau of Mines Central Ga 

‘ Experiment Station, 4800 Forbes 
Any resident college engineering _ Street, Pittsburgh 13, Pennsylvania. 

undergraduate may compete by ASME IN NEW YORK 

entering a design for a machine, ALUMNI The Annual Meeting of the 

machine part, structural or struc- Jack C. Horth was the recipient | American Society of Mechanical 

tural part which makes a significant of a James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Engineers held in New York this 

use of are welding. Rules booklets | Foundation award totaling $250 it year was attended by some seven 

are available free from The James — was announced this last month. thousand engineers, among which 

F. Lincoln Arc Welding Founda- The award was one of 20, total. | was the three strong delegation 

tion, Cleveland 17, Ohio. ing $20,000 made to men in 16 dif- (Continued on page 72) g 
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Does DuPont be ce oH . : po as a COL? 

Ire men Wwno | Sy or A 

1 1 ei te Pd Wi a 

have definite oe. s Ress et 
ar? 

military 9 = 

commitments? Lo 4 

_ LE | Oran A. Ritter, Jr., expects to receive his B.S. in chemical engineer- 

o ii : ing from Louisiana State University in June 1957. He’s now editor- 

ie . in-chief of the “L.S.U. Engineer,” local president of Tau Beta Pi, and 

o> = senior member of the Honor Council of his university. Oran’s ques- 

: og 4 tion is on the minds of many men planning a technical career. 

. s : 

. eo m™ Don Sutherland answers: 
mi MLO ae ed : 

Donald G. Sutherland graduated from Virginia Polytechnic month’s salary. When he’s entitled to a vacation but 

Institute in 1953 with an M.S. degree in chemical engineering and doesn’t have time to take it before leaving, Du Pont 

an R.O.T.C. commission. He was hired by Du Pont’s plant at gives him equivalent pay instead. 

Victoria, Texas. After two years in the service, Don returned to . wo 7 

his career in engineering, and is now doing plant-assistance work Even if present employment is impossible, Oran, we 

in the technical section at Victoria. definitely recommend your talking with Du Pont’s repre- 

sentatives as well as those of other companies. The very 

least you'll gain will be valuable background and some 

‘ r contacts of real benefit to you when you leave militar; 
y*: Oran, we certainly do! We’ve employed quite a . w ¥ v 

z ‘ ay service. 
number of college graduates with definite military 

commitments, even when we knew they could work no 
more than a few weeks before reporting for duty. Take 

my own case. I was hired in November of 1953 and WANT TO KNOW MORE about working with Du Pont? 

worked for only four weeks before leaving for the Army. Send for a free copy of “The Du Pont Company and the 

Two years later I returned to Du Pont. College Graduate,” a booklet that tells you about oppor- 

’ . ily int ted l tunities for work in all departments of the Company. Write 

Mow see, we te primaniy; inveresvenin mer ena) loug- to the Du Pont Company, 2521 Nemours Building, Wil- 
range basis. The fact that they’re temporarily unavail- mington, Delaware. 

able, for a good reason like military service, isn’t any bar 

to their being considered for employment. After working 

only one day, an employee is guaranteed full re-employ- 0 T 

ment rights—that’s the law. And if a man works for 5 ; mi 
Du Pont a full year before entering the service for two or Feu S-ranore 

more years, he receives an extra two months’ salary. If he BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING... THROUGH CHEMISTRY 

goes into the service for six months, he’s paid a half Watch “Du Pont Theater” on television 
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aaa comming <i 

3 a | ok, a achine 
! ree). = L aap { 

‘= HHA ae * 1 e ce e ll 
ot 2 AL: (9 Raa NaS s 4 Cae === = 1} with “millions 
3 Swresee ee a 

= “ ze +  F. ° ° 99 i as at 6é d = BE : | : Cee SS = | onits “min 

2 : ao ae | | These whirling disks are the heart of RAMAC®— 

4 — —— i i a IBM’s revolutionary new random access memory 

. = een ms 5 | data accounting system. Capable of storing from 
= gainer REDD cy 4 | 6 to 24 million digits in its metal mind, RAMAC 
2 nn a | offers an entirely new approach to the problems 

eo cc “| eI of data maintenance and storage. 
S eee a a — 

oy m4 - crn 7 | RAMAC is a storage instrument permitting man- 

- ee — — = | | agement to reach facts almost instantly, without 
r Cc) mee een ae i . : ee < lies i diate, aut 

: =e i ————| searching or sorting. It supplies immediate, auto- 

Seer aD 4 —— matically typed answers to queries put to it. For 

ee = | | _ the first time, it makes possible “single step” data 

ent . || #1 processing—the simultaneous processing of trans- 

-— | . — eee | =| actions as they occur. This new wonder tool for 

a... . — am a American business means record keeping with 

a Po. . = greater speed, range flexibility and economy than 

a — was ever before possible. 

oie ee a What YOU should remember 

r a es 7. RAMAC typifies the electronic wonders being 

' g - brought to reality at IBM. If you are preparing 
y ety fo oe 

i i | . 4 yourself for an electronics career, you'll find IBM 

5 i net S offers excellent opportunities for rapid advance- 
en A le Aa { . . ee ag aes A “ Ha Ae a ment in the virtually “unlimited” field of electronic 

al | Ba th a Bde 5s computers. A growing company in a growing field, 
1465 2 ee ea H 

me A pee a eee IBM means a chance for you to develop quickly 

Srgereatl Pe i pi : to the fullest extent of your capabilities. 

ol bee a FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
Oil spotter: IBM computers sift about IBM opportunities, 

thousands of oil samples, enable see your Placement Director 

geophysicists tostrike gushers sooner. or write to R. W. Hubner, 

Director of Recruitment, Dept. 3312, 
ea, r sa eae International Business Machines Corporation, 

ae : i | Ye — i | hy 590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. 
ar erie a 
es i Ped) pe 

J <i a INTERNATIONAL 
: Ue ee a3 yl BUSINESS MACHINES 
= py Lo { 5 CORPORATION 

——— == © DATA PROCESSING 
a} @ ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS 

File detective: IBM electronic e TIME EQUIPMENT 
“giants” search criminal dossiers in @ MILITARY PRODUCTS 

seconds, speed law enforcement. 
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Boeing resea rch produces a new defense weapons system 

Boeing’s BOMARC IM-99 is a long- jump in the number of Boeing engineers _ activities, plus good housing, schools, 
range guided missile designed to strike in the last 10 years — assures openings convenient shopping centers. 
enemy bombers while still over areas ahead, and job stability. Boeing promotes You'll be proud to be associated with 
away from vital targets. It’s a supersonic from within, and every six months amerit 4 Jeader in one of the most exciting—and 
spearhead of an entire defense weapons review gives each engineer a_ personal promising — industries in the country. 
system that includes communications, opportunity for recognition, advance- — \Why not find out how Boeing can help 
hases, logistics. ment, increased income. you get ahead in your engineering career? 

Engineers and scientists of all types Starting salaries at Boeing are high. 
contributed to the research that produced If you are interested in continuing gradu- For further Boeing career _iermation oe ~studies, Boeing will acanee.a-asetal consult your Placement Office or write: this vital weapons system. And they are ate studies, Boeing will arrange a specia. 
continuing their contributions, not only work schedule for you and pay all tuition JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer — Personnel B ay SignihCantad- a Ces. — to BOMARC, but to other significant ad ind fees Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 24, Wash. vanced projects. Boeing engineers are Other Bocing advantages include a : 
coming up with solutions that will give ]jberal retirement program and the back- F. B. WALLACE, Staff Engineer — Personnel 
direction to developments of the future. ing of outstanding research and test Boeing Airplane Company, Wichita, Kansas If this kind of pioneering appeals to you, facilities. A.J BERRYMAN=<'Rimin, Ene and:if-vouseniov-workineanithenot . Lae Ed — Admin. Engineer ane if taaliee oy ne neh ne you'll You will enjoy life in any of the three | He eee Ing professional stature, you young-spirited communities in which Boeing Airplane Company, Melbourne, Florida 
Ke ocing. Boeing is located. Pick the climate and 
And you'll find plenty of room for ad- living advantages that suit you best. BOLAN G 

vancement. Boeing's growth —a 400% — Each offers an abundance of recreational 
Aviation leadership since 1916 

5 
Seattle, Washington Wichita, Kansas Melbourne, Florida 
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FULL-SCALE PRESENTATION OF lighted, but are light, creating an ona glass panel that is treated to 

‘ELECTRONIC LIGHT’ atmosphere of light without light conduct electricity. When elec- 

The first full-scale presentation fixtures. tricity is applied, the panel 

of man’s newest light source— Also shown was how the house- lights up. 

electronic light—was made recently —_ wife of the future may have com- “In its early days, electrolumi- 

when Westinghouse unveiled a plete mastery over the lighting in nescence was a laboratory curios- 

room lighted by  electrolumi- her house—through electrolumines- __ ity,” Mr. Arnott recalled. “You had 

nescence. cence. Two control knobs will be to turn out all the lights and adapt 

Panels no thicker than window in every room, one for brightness your eyes to the darkness before 

glass line the ceiling and three and the other for color. Like the you could see its faint light. Now 

walls, giving off light (approxi- volume knob on a radio, these will | we have panels that are brighter 

mately 50 foot-candles) equivalent adjust for any level of brightness, than fluorescent lamps.” 

to that in a moder, well-lighted — and, even more important, will Because the efficiency of electro- 

office or class room. create any color atmosphere, from luminescence is not yet up to pres- 

One hundred and twelve glass varying shades of white, to blue or — ent-day light sources, widespread 

panels, each one foot square in red. use is not yet economically feasible. 

size and giving off a soft green First discovered in 1936 by “However,” Mr. Arnott declared, 

light, are used to illuminate the Georges Destriau, French scientist, “if progress continues at the rate 

room with shadowless light. Walls electroluminiscence is the giving it has during the past two years, 

and ceiling of the room are not — off of light by phosphors coated practical everyday electrolumines- 
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The two-passenger single-engine aircraft is expected to take off at about 5 mph in less space than its own length of 18 ft., climb 

at 4,000 ft. per minute, and achieve flying speed in the 200 mph class. A tornado of air, pulled sharply through the half barrel 

wing configuration, provides the basis for both lift and thrust. 
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cence should not be very far off. It spark totally new concepts of light- )) -~f aX 

. ; ; ‘ ‘ . Jf ua <p may not be just around the corner; ing. Light in the future will be (, fa LZ 2 

but it is certainly just over the next part of the construction of walls, \de By ‘ 
hill.” ceilings, and possibly even floors. / Se 

And, because electroluminescence ji oi UA. 
ej] i r ae 5 * . a 14 Fw) Freeing light from the confines jg not restricted to flat planes, light | ey, ER 

f point line sources such as g i i afin. DA Of Point (OF Ane ‘sources Such wi may go into the construction of hE BDAC pet 
incandescent or fluorescent lamps, domes, balustrades, and other ar- — 
electroluminescence promises to  chitectural designs. 

p f REAR VIEW OF ELECTROLUMINESCENT LAMP 

PA \ ‘ ‘ pig 
ON My Phosphor plaster . 

Y 4S at 
rm | | roul ‘urinan olor 

he |_| 411 \ 4 ‘ ss Mit a 

4 EEE Vv j 
Py te \| \4 ae Hectrcal conducting ase J BB a Ze Meta stip for q 0 (front electrode) i = or e FA 

ses 5 a SMa tip 
a) Z e a for connection 

4 4 a 2 ae pate fo back electrade 

\ Electroluminescent panels are sandwich-like in construction— 
" Sandwich-like construction of electroluminescent panels is shown 

First room with walls and ceiling made of light—Lillian Ras- in this drawing. A thin glass plate is coated with a transparent, 

polic, a pretty secretary at Westinghouse’s new Research Labo- _ but electrically conducting film. Over this: is spread a layer of 
ratories, is shown in the world’s first room with walls and ceil- phosphor-embedded plastic; topping it off is an aluminum over- 
ing made of light. Panels no thicker than window glass line this lay. When electricity is applied to the two conducting layers, 
room, providing light from man’s newest and most promising the phosphor in between lights up. 
light source—electroluminescence. 

NEW HEAT-RESISTANT INSULATING “it is possible to produce an in- high voltage, thus causing serious 
MATERIAL sulation which is entirely free of deterioration of the insulation. 

q ma high-temperature, high- air spaces, or ‘bubbles’. The scientist demonstrated how 
vonage a material may The scientist explained that with insulation deteriorates by connect- 
eee to be ie more than its previously available high-tempera- ing high voltage to a small trans- 
won t in gold in tomorrow's air- ture silicone resins, a solvent was former impregnated with a solvent 
cratt, necessary to make the resin fluid containing varnish, then connect- 

Dr. Daniel W. Lewis, research enough for application. “However,” ing an equal voltage to a like trans- 
scientist at the Westinghouse Lab- he said, “the solvent often caused former impregnated with a solvent- 
oratories who developed the ma- bubbles to form as the insulation less silicone resin. As the voltage 
terial in cooperation with Dow hardened into solid form. By devel- was applied to the first trans- 
Corning scientists, said it can be oping a solventless material we former, electrical discharges oc- 
formed into thick sections of solid, have eliminated this problem and curred when voltage was applied 
heat-resistant insulation for use in produced an_ insulation entirely to the void-free solventless silicone 
complex electrical equipment. free of bubbles.” transformer, 

“By eliminating the solvent for- Dr. Lewis said that air spaces The newly developed silicone 
merly necessary in other heat- in insulating materials are weak insulation provides greater heat re- 
resistant resins,” said Dr. Lewis, spots which will break down at sistance than that obtainable in 
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any other insulating resins, with “This is possible,” he said, “be- 

similar filling characteristics, and cause wire of smaller diameter— 
is another step toward operating — which normally gives off more heat rn o 

electrical equipment at higher out- with the same current flow than , — — | 

put capacity or in higher ambient — larger diameter wire—can be used veo =n 

temperatures, Dr. Lewis said. in the transformer. Also, smaller ea a Va al 

Because of its outstanding heat iron cores can be used, thus achiev- : ee ee 

resistance, solventless silicone in- 8 further weight reductions. The il a kal 

sulation can be used to protect — CXCESS heat generated by the use : * i oe dl a8 

electronic components in aircraft, of smaller parts can readily be tol- -— o ee. ry A ea 

missiles, and shows great promise erated by the new insulation. = ae: +24 * AN 

for use in generators and motors. Se 

He speculated that the new in- TURBINE GENERATORS IN NATION'S One of the large turbine generators used 
MOST EFFICIENT STATION at the Kyger Greek station. 

sulation might find its widest ap- Each of the f turbine- 

plication in the aircraft field. “Be- #on, OF EME SOME et Ine 

cause of its ability to operate generators installed at Kyger Creek “The exhaust-flow area of a con- 

continuously at 250 degrees Centi- station is a high-pressure, cross-  densing turbine is a measure of its 

grade for thousands of hours and compound, hydrogen-cooled, re- economic kilowatt rating,” Mr. 

because it is void-free, solventless heat unit. The high-pressure tur- Rowland pointed out. Continuing, 

silicone insulation extends the hori- bine element consists of a high- he said, “The economic kilowatt 

zon of the applications in higher Pressure and. mcteiaieiia to elements rating can be raised by using 

ambient temperatures, at higher connected in tandem that drive a higher steam pressures and tem- 

voltages, and in size reduction. 130,000-kilowatt, 3600-rpm, 85 per- peratures and by increased extrac- 

This makes it a natural for use Cnt Power factor hydrogen-cooled tion for feed-water heating all of 

in, airerate™ lhe said, generator. The low-pressure turbine hich reduce the exhaust steam 

Dr. Lewis cited one instance in clean . of oe ounle non Tas Assi; Hants Bagineels Ute CORT 

which a class “A” conventionally a eetves: 8: ST fovmuawett : ally striving to build turbines for 
a vm eel seco i Halbet rpm, 85 percent power factor, more advanced steam conditions 
insulated transformer weighing — hydrogen-cooled generator. acd two develo Ibnwer exhoust anit 

eeu nine pounds could, by “ The turbines are designed for hlades that ome aes “ox. 

oe new aot ae De reduce soe steam inlet conditions ot haust annulus. Both are being ex- 

pounds, a weight savings of about , a Tish de ees if anal ‘ eal plored in a continuing program of 
50 percent. BAU ES ; egrees F* total initia. research and development. What 

temperature, 1050 degrees F total the future holds is uncertain. But 
reheat temperature, and an abso- of this we can be sure: efficiency 

oe a y lute exhaust pressure of 1.5 inches improvements will be made and as 

ule i y @ of mercury and use a seven stage —_g_yesult the heat rate of stations 
‘ vs hae ¢ eo Mei regenerative feed-water heating Will iach lower aud lower” 

re i. ay Mt ime system. 
4 _ ie The high-pressure turbine is a 

1 Cc We wi. combination impulse and reaction | NEW REVERSING ROUGHING MILL 

ad J \ : me type and expands the steam to the TO USE CARD PROGRAMMING 

7 es reheat point of about 500 psia AND TRANSISTORIZED MEMORY. 
Vf oe “sali * i . o STORAGE FOR AUTOMATIC 

r “s os From the reheater, the steam re- OPERATION 

‘J iP : i + turns to the intermediate-pressure ; . . 
y . : , . 1 turbine at 1050 F and is expanded A new reversing roughing mill 

, cone,‘ to about 80 psia through additional © 20W being completed, is expected 

A =e impulse and reaction stages. to be the steel industry's first 

eS e - ee The 1800-rpm low-pressure tur- completely automatic card- 
r % eieseeetat bine is a straight reaction double- programmed rolling mill. Its con- 

i oe flow unit. Steam enters at the cen- _ trol system will permit an operator 

ao Pr ter of the blade path and flows to initiate a detailed rolling sched- 

Insulation resists high heat—Lead on toward an exhaust opening at each ule simply by pressing a push but- 

the: hotplate sts molten, and, 2 ee end, then downward into the con- ton. By selecting the proper card 

doe ease ten sifitne sec deft) denser. To reduce leaving losses, from several pre-punched for each 
remains intact. Dr. D. W. Lewis, demon- 40-inch long exhaust-end blades schedule, it will be possible to at- 

strates the heat resistant properties of were wed. that provide an exhaust tain a definite set of reductions 

the Westinghouse-developed resin which 5 . Reelin of 

makes it ideal for use as high-tempera- annulus of 205.9 square feet in while allowing for variations in 

ture electrical insulation. each of the two ends. (Continued on page 54) 
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Dick Foster joined Western Electric, the manufacturing and supply unit of the  Dick’s day may begin in one of several ways: an informal office chat 
Bell System, in February 1952, shortly after earning his B. S. in mechanical _ with his boss, a department “brain session” to tackle a particularly 
engineering at the University of Illinois. As a development engineer on a tough engineering problem (above); working with skilled machine 
new automation process Dick first worked at the Hawthorne Works in builders in the mechanical development laboratory; or “on the line” 
Chicago. Later, he moved to the Montgomery plant at Aurora, Illinois (below) where he checks performance and quality and looks for new 
where he is pictured above driving into the parking area. ways to do things. 

i ee ee ge _ 

ame oa) Se Gt 
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Here Dick and a set-up man check over the automatic production line used to man- _ Examining the plastic molded “comb” components of the wire 
ufacture a wire spring relay part for complex telephone switching equipment. This spring relay Dick recalls his early work when he was involved 
automatic line carries a component of the relay on a reciprocating conveyor in working-up forming and coining tools for the pilot model of 
through as many as nine different and very precise operations—such as percussive the automation line for fabrication of wire spring sub-assemblies 
welding in which small block contacts of palladium are attached to the tips of — for relays. At present he is associated with the expansion of 
wires to within a tolerance of + .002”. these automation lines at the Montgomery Plant. 

. se A Western Electric offers a variety of interesting and 
es i. important career opportunities for engineers in all . £ «he, beet Oppel : i A . fields of specialization in both our day-to-day job as 

4 be a the manufacturing and supply unit of the Bell System 
if | Ae and in our Armed Forces job. 
| | == ’ If you'd like to know more about us, we'll be glad to 

_ send you a copy of “Your Opportunity at Western 
L 2 Electric” which outlines the Company operations and 
wa specific job opportunities in detail. Write: College 

ye f sj Relations Department, Room 1030, Western Electric 

eC ' Co., 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. 

| 4 ¢ 

Pi SS PP rae nny se : Wi Dick finds time for many Western Electric employee activities. Here he is 
scoring up a spare while tuning up for the engineers’ bowling league. He is :: 
active also in the golf club, camera club, and a professional engineering so- 
ciety. Dick, an Army veteran, keeps bachelor quarters in suburban Chicago 
where he is able to enjoy the outdoor life as well as the advantages of the city. MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 

Manufacturing plants in Chicago, Ill.; Kearny, N. J.; Ba't'more. Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.; Burlington, 
Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; Haverhill and Lawrence, Mass.; Lincoln, Neb.; St. Paul and Duluth, Minn. 

Distributing Centers in 29 cities and Installation headquarters in 16 cities. Company headquarters, 195 Broadway, New York City. 
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e One indication of accomplishment in the com- 

bustion field: the J-57 engine, augmented by 

afterburner, provided the thrust which made 

2 supersonic flight practical for the first time. 

This special periscope gives Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engineer a close-up view of combustion process actually taking place within the after: 

burner of an advanced jet engine on test. What the engineer observes is simultaneously recorded by a high-speed motion picture camera. 
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ai pb oO Oo O at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft “€:::2 > Se ee oO 

a = a le 

In the Tleid of Lombustion™ 
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Historically, the process of combus- bringing together of fuel and air in like the J-57, J-75 and others stands 
tion has excited man’s insatiable proper proportions, the ignition of as a tribute to the vision, imagina- 

hunger for knowledge. Since his the mixture, and the rapid mixing tion and pioneering efforts of those 

most primitive attempts to make of burned and unburned Bases in- at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft en- 

use of this phenomenon, he: has volves a most complex series of gaged in combustion work. 

found Hemendeus fascination in its interrelated events events ocur- While combustion assignments, 

potentials. ; in hi ; ring simultaneously in time and themselves, involve a diversity of 

I erhaps at no time in history has space. ; ; engineering talent, the field is only 

that fascination been greater than Although the combustion engi- . . : 
an . . one of a broadly diversified engi- 

it is today with respect to the use neer draws on many fields of science . t Pratt & Whit 

of combustion principles in the (including thermodynamics, aero- neering Propran ay Be . mney 

modern aircraft engine. dynamics, fluid mechanics, heat Aiteratt. "That Program——with other 
At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, transfer, applied mechanics, metal- far-reaching activities in the fields 

theorems of many sciences are being lurgy and chemistry), the design of of instrumentation, materials prob- 
applied to the design and develop- combustion systems has not yet lems, mechanical design and aero- 
ment of high heat release rate de- been reduced to really scientific | dynamics — spells out a gratifying 
vices. In spite of the apparent sim- principles. Therefore, the highly future for many of today’s engi- 

plicity of a combustion system, the successful performance of engines neering students. 
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Mounting an afterburner in a special high-altitude test Microflash photo illustrates one continuing Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engineer manipulates probe in 

chamber in P&WA's Willgoos Turbine Laboratory permits problem: design and development of fuel exit of two-dimensional research diffuser. Diffuser 
study of a variety of combustion problems which injection systems which properly atomize design for advanced power plants is one of many 

may be encountered during later development stages. and distribute under all flight conditions. air flow problems that exist in -combustion work. 

*Watch for campus availability of P& WA color strip film on combustion. 

La) 

World’s foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines 
— oe 
)  & > S 

us” PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
Division of United Aircraft Corporation 

EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT 
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WISCONSIN W. S. a E. 

SOCIETY OF 4 
In the matter of Mark T. Purcell, NSPE NEWS 

PROFESSIONAL architect, vs Kenneth F. Lemke, Education preparatory to the 

prof. engineer; The Wisconsin Reg- collegiate level is strictly a matter 

ENGINEERS istration Board of Architects and for the local government, the Na- 

5 Professional Engineers; and War- tional Society of Professional Engi- 

ren R. Smith, State Treasurer, the neers agreed at their fall meeting 
attorneys have concluded their jn October at White Sulphur 

SECRETARY'S OFFICE arguments and submitted their Springs, W. Va., but the Society 

575 Toepfer Avenue briefs in the Circuit Court of Dane — did endorse steps to encourage 

Madison 5, Wisconsin County. We now are waiting for students in the upper twenty-five 
Haroip N. Kincssury, Secretary- the Court’s decision. per cent of their high school class 

Treasurer 2e% to attend college. 

PUBLICATION COMMITTEE The NSPE kits for “Engineers The National Society, in extend- 

Hariey L. Gisson, Chairman Weck” in February are now availa- _ ing its national policy on engineer- 

122 W. Washington Ave. ble and all Chapter public rela- ing education, also supported 

Madison, Wisconsin tions or engineers week chairmen moves to provide better instruction, 

Cuanies M. Pentatan, Vice Chairman should start making definite plans particularly in the fields of mathe- 
Madison, Wisconsin s : i a 

H. H. Burr, Madison for this event. Gordon Mercer of matics and science, as well as the 

Cc. W. Cisne Rothchild Algoma is public relations chair- development and expansion of the 

R. L. Huncerrorp, Kenosha man for WSPE and can tell you educational programs of technical 

E. C. Kestine, Superior where and how to get the neces- institutes where the courses are at 

t i San mete sary material for any kind of pro- the post high school level. 

Rou Seunoniixe, Appleton gram your Chapter wants to Financial support through fed- 

follow. eral funds for students not having 
W.S.P.E. OFFICERS om received their bachelor’s degree 

Axrnon G, Brine, President Reorganization of the Southeast | was opposed by the NSPE. 

c BE ee ee ae boca Chapter has resulted in the forma- In other developments, the Task 

” ‘Ks ‘OWEN ASHES, Pase President tion of two Chapters; “Southeast”, | Forces of the newly formed Func- 
H. N. Kinesnury, Secretary-Treasurer comprising Kenosha, Racine, and __ tional Sections for Consulting Engi- 

Turron A. Brown, Director Walworth Counties. “Waukesha”, neers in Private Practice gave an 
W. G. Bryan, Director comprising Waukesha, Dodge, extensive report at the meeting 
By Ta CAntson,, Director Washington and Ozaukee Counties. | which brought together the direc- 
W. E. Dicx, Director . 7 x 

Ons (Cawven, Director Engineers who are now members __ tors of the National Society repre- 
of the Southeast Chapter will be senting the forty-one state societies. 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE transferred to the new Waukesha The Task Forces—organized in 
Harotp Trestor Chapter, automatically, if their | May—were formed to investigate 

Saeco arco mailing address indicates that they problems in such areas as fees, pro- 

ENGINEERS’ CREED reside or work in any Counties that fessional liability insurance, and 
As a professional engineer, I dedicate make up the Waukesha Chapter. _ ethical practices. 

my professional knowledge and skill to eae The Board of Directors received 
the advancement and betterment of : 
human welfare. Any Chapter that wishes to bring a report on two court cases involv- 

some desired action before the So- _ ing interpretations of the profes- 

. | PLEDGE ciety at its annual meeting in Janu- sional provisions of the Taft- 
Ho ygibe the ulinosl “of performances ary should submit its proposal in Hartley Act, in which NSPE has 

to participate in none but honest enter- : «poe 
prise, to live and work according to the the form of a written Resolution, intervened as a “friend of the 
laws of and the highest standards duly authorized by the Chapter court.” The first case involves a 

of professional conduct. To place serv- officers, to the chairman of the group of engineers at the Jersey 
ice before profit, the honor and standing Resolutions Committee not later City plant of Westinghouse who 

of the profession before personal advan- than Jan. 10, 1957. The chairman are seeking an election for decerti- 
tage, and the public welfare above all 3 5 5 . + ? ether ‘convderitions. In humility: ani of the Resolutions Committee is fication from the electrical workers 

with need for Divine Guidance, I make P. G, Ellis, 1029 N. Marshall St., union. NSPE is supporting the con- 
this pledge. Milwaukee 2, Wis. (Continued on page 44) 
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JOHN K. PRIMM 
President, Fox River Valley Chapter 

John K. Primm, President of the Fox River Valley practice here in Wisconsin. He became a registered 
Chapter is featured in this month’s Meet the President P.E. in Wisconsin in 1949. He also is a registered P.E. 
Series. Mr. Primm resides in Manitowoc where he is a in Michigan and New York. 

consulting engineer in the field of electrical wiring and In addition to his membership in W.S.P.E. to which 
illumination. A graduate ae the 1941 class of Georgia he transferred from the Georgia Society of Professional 
school of Technology, Mr. Primm was) employed by the Engineers in 1949, Mr. Primm is a member of the Mil- 
Conduit and Grounding section, Electrical Engineer- yankee Chapter of Illuminating Engineering Society. 
ing Dept., Design Division, TVA, in Knoxville, Tennes- . . 
see. In 1942, he joined Robert and Co. Associates, in Mr. Primm was born on February 16, 1913 in New 
Marietta, Georgia where he designed low-voltage dis- York, New York. While in college he played football 
tribution systems and auxiliary systems. From 1943 to and was a member of the concert band. He married 
1946, ‘Mr: Primm was a radar maintenance officer in Carol M. Feiler of Elmwood, Wisconsin on June 23, 

the U. S. Army Signal Corps. After leaving the Army in 1956. 
1946, he worked as an applications engineer and in The Masquers (Little Theater Group in Manitowoc) 
engineering sales promotion. Mr. Primm became a_ where he serves as stage electrician occupy some of 
registered professional engineer in Georgia in 1947. The Mr. Primm’s spare time. He also enjoys sport car and 
fair state of Wisconsin beckoned and in 1949 Mr. stock car racing. Mr. Primm owns a 1919 Mitchell tour- 
Primm established an electrical engineering consulting ing car which he hopes to recondition. 
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W.S.P.E. Name and Position Address Reg. No. Sponsor 
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7 fet SOUTHWEST 
tention that professional employees denn Delward Hendrickson $20 W. Division Ave. ET-1408 | H. H. Buer 

5 Ingineer arron, Wis. 
are entitled under the law to a Mead & Hunt, Ine. 

separate decertification election as Vernon Daniel Coffey 8 Sherman Terr. Apt. 8 ET-1397 | H. H. Buer 
a ‘ivil Engineer adison 4, Wis. 

a professional group. Mead & Hunt, Inc. 
The other case, at the Buffalo Albert G. Law 2702 Monroe St. ET-1386 | W. W. Warzyn 

: : Civil Engineer Madison, Wis. 
plant of Westinghouse, tests the Warzyn Engineering & Service Co. 

doctrine of the National Labor Re- Earl Hugo Reichel $61 Knickerbocker St. ET-1331 | W. W. Warzyn 
: : : Sivil Engineer adison 5, Wis. 

lations Board that it may include — Warzyn Engineering & Service Co. 
some nonprofessional employees _ Kenneth Roger Welton 2820 University Ave. ET-1446 | H. H. Buer 

; ‘ . ‘ ‘ ivil Engineer adison, Wis. 
with professionals in voting units Mead & Hunt, Inc. 

on collective bargaining represen- ost L, Bembam FO ee wi BT-1216 | P. A. Johnson . ee i  Self-employe atteville, Wis. 
tation decisions. The NSPE brief y.i.us putts Hall 4310 Mohawk D ET-1356 | C. M. Perlman 
declares that this is a clear viola- Engineer TraineeI Madison 5, Wis. : 6 the : 7 Wisconsin Highway Commission 
tion of the law and constitutes a Robert H. Paddock 4080 Waban Hil E5277 | HL, Lautz 

re 5 BbtKe eneinseing istrict Engineer adison 5, Wis. threat to the entire engineering District Engineer, a noads 

profession in that such a rule may Max F Koletzke 545 Hilltop Dr. E6641 HLL, Lautz 

give the power of actual decision —fivi Engineer ine, Madison... Wis, 
to the nonprofessionals. Reinstatement sao? atage & sean ut 

"he av were et % Lu. Keith Astel utledge St. -589 . L. Lautz The Board was advised that both Gen, Manager Madison 4, Wis. 
cases are pending in the U. S. Dis- Lakeland. Engineers: Ine: 
so u » Dictric WAUKESHA 

trict Court for the District of Co- David Francis Hanley 210 W. Roberta Ave. £6138 | W. E. Dick 
lumbia and may be decided in the Sy W EN ne Waukeensy Wis: 
next month. NORTHWEST 

ae ‘ Wendell W. Wi 1127 Daniels Ave. E2741 | N. W. Gehlh 
In regard to professional con- Design Engineer . dtaone Wwe’ “we 

cepts in engineering, the National — U™'d St#tes Rubber Co. 
en oaraoads August Sanford Ries, Jr. 1901 Roy St. £-6053 | V. M. Dufick Society encouraged: Stall Engineer Eau Claire, Wis. 

: National Presto Ind. 
Chapters to sponsor high school engi- 

se Blibs FOX RIVER VALLEY 
neer clubs, James Edward Madigan Memorial Drive E-5525 Geo. Martin 

olleges nee » emphasis President Green Bay, Wis. 
Colle ete to pl ‘l e more h mphans a Fertilizer Const. Co., Inc., Fertilizer Engr. 

professionalism—either through & Equipt. Co. Ine. 

courses or lectures. Peter Walter Kersztyn R.R. 1, Bor 211 E-6071 L. H. Kingston 

Siw. SUBTEHER -k more actively Gear Engineer Oshkosh, Wis. State ae to work more actively Wis. Axle Div., Rockwell Spg. & Axle 
with college enaineering enudents 

lege engineering students winian Ray Ottensmann City Eng. Office PT-1384 | I. Van Akkeren 
who are forming student chapters Civil Engineer City Hall 
Ghthe sate seoiaties: City of Oshkosh Oshkosh, Wis. 

“e extensive < wil sngi. MILWAUKEE More extensive work with young engi, Reinwtetenient 
neers following graduation, Carl Benjamin Babcock 4000 W. State St. E-1767 Phil Thern 

Arch. Eng. Milwaukee, Wis. 
A 29-minute color film, “Ameri- Miller Brewing Co. 

ae naan wae e , Arthur William Kumm, Jr. 8419 W. Hawthorne Ave. | B-2240 | J. R. Meyer 
can Engineer,” was shown to the Chief Engineer Milwaukee 13, Wis. 

Directors. The film—designed as a Wehr Steel Co. 
‘ 4 Emil F i 6730 W. Vienna Ave. E-4461 R.J. tribute to the accomplishments of — Fm grank “ws GTA 0 Wi vienna Aye . suse 

American engineers—is being used Revert 4: Strass, Ine- 

as a part of the Society sponsored — Reinstated 
National Engineers’ Week, Febru- ES 

: ‘ Total... - seuss oO 
ary 17-23, 1957, and is available to ae I 

all NSPE chapters without charge. MEMBERSHIP REPORT 
Hosts for the meeting were the October 27, 1956 

West Virginia Society of Profes- Total members and affiliate members as of September 14, 1956 tise 
* embers... 5-555 sc cscs ccc; sist eo! seas si 12 

sional Engineers, an affiliate of the Affiliate members. .-----.----.----- pect = 126 

National Society. The Honorable _,,...., 1817 
illia 3. Marla HOVE Resigned: H. J. Brenneke—Grafton, SE; George R. Aschauer—Racine, SE; R. C. Tegtmeyer 

Willi ant. C. M uland, governor of Madison, SW; Roy L Spaulding—Neenah, FRV._ nn 4 
West Virginia, gave an address of Changes in classification: EIT to PE 
welcome Robert F. Legore-Eau Claire, NW; Robert A. Meyer West Bend, M..... re 

’ 3 Additi 
By action of the Board of Direc- "Members. - 9 
ai . oe Member reinstatements___ 2 2 

tors on October 27, 1956, the fol- Affiliate members. 8 
lowing engineers became members “19 
and affiliate members of W.S.P.E. Total members and affiliate members as of October 27, 1956 
We welcome : a Members._.__- we 1201 

e welcome you into our society. Affiliate members - 131 

(Continued on page 46) Total su eemnsnes _ 1382 
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for college graduates 

at UNION CARBIDE 

é Whig) ALLOYS AND METALS 
\\ 4 Electro Metallurgical Company 

, Cay Haynes Stellite Company 

\ J NG \ 
¢ (a- SN CARBON PRODUCTS 

\ \ ZS y National Carbon Company 
mut > 12 y 

re, ak aS \ s CHEMICALS 
“ff Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Company 

INDUSTRIAL GASES 

\\ O Linde Air Products Company 

\| 4 J 

‘i J} NUCLEAR ENERGY 
i hg) “i y e227 ‘Union Carbide Nuclear Company 

Ne oe 

Z A - PLASTICS 

ee Ly Bakelite Company 

a ah Ze CROSBY SILICONES 
oy b Silicones Division 

pa btn. Wa 
deine See 

Union Carbide offers to college graduates 

opportunities in some of the most rapidly expanding 

fields in industry. In all these fields the Divisions 
of Union Carbide need engineers, chemists, physicists, 

and business and liberal arts graduates. 

For more information write 

Co-ordinator of College Recruiting. 

UNION CARBIDE 
AND CARBON CORPORATION 
30 ast 42nd St. 1 New York 17, N.Y. 
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W.S.P.E Each member of this committee the Chapter’s program for the 
ov for the time being is to notify his coming year. 

(Continued from page 44) local civil defense center of his “The scope of professional life”, 
appointment and be ready to later stated Chapter President John K. 

Chapter News on work in the state organization Primm of Manitowoc, “is far wider 
————————O———— |= SOLID than mere technical interests. The 

SOUTHWEST CHAPTER The regular fall meeting of the professional engineer is a person of 
All of us suffer a little from the Chapter was held at Wisconsin Civic responsibilities, fully equal to 

wanderlust—but a lot of us have to Rapids in September. This meet- the technical responsibilities of his 

sample the “grass on the other side ing was designed to handle much chosen field. Our society is ater 
of the fence” by proxy. The Pro- Of the Chapter’s miscellaneous ested in such apparently diverse 

gram Committee informs us that, business which sometimes cannot fields os Prsrengineering curricula 
on December 6th, at the Cuba — be taken care of at the program m high schools, rivers and harbors 
Club, we will have a chance for a Meetings. improvement, and the review of 

little more sampling when Profes- A report was given by Mr. Al building codes and other regula- 
sor Gerald Pickett, Department of — Genisot on the State Planning Cons CONSENS public health and 
Mechanics at the University of Meeting which he and Mr. Henry public safety. . . 

Wisconsin, tells us about his trip  Olk attended. He stressed the need The Fox River Valley Chapter 
to India. (Of course, you all realize for close coordination between our aoa its membership about 
that, being an engineer, Professor chapter committee men and their 200 registered professional engi- 
Pickett had eyes and ears only for respective state committees. aie . ee we ihe 
items of engineering interest. It is Action was started to amend our Saciet ° Penk oC a * sseonsin 
these things of which he will talk.) chapter constitution to put us on a x Y ° . . Sept reins 2 registered professional engi- 

WISCONSIN VALLEY CHAPTER June to June organizational year. “neers and certified engineers-in- - . . This change if approved will make tes . 3 The Wisconsin Valley Chapter casi Tit aN EIR ATAR es fcc . training are eligible for member- 
met at Wausau for the first of a Fan Partelgation i State committee ship. Membership chairman is past : ° unctions more workable. H ; . series of stag meetings which are president Robert W. Stieg of Clin- 
to be worked in between the regu- tonville. The other Chapter offi- 
lar mixed meetings of the Chapter. FOX RIVER VALLEY CHAPTER cers for 1956-57 are Vice President 
Forty-six engineers attended this The Fox River Valley Chapter John R. Egan of Oshkosh, 
meeting presented by Mr. Martin of Wisconsin Society of Profes- Secretary-Treasurer James A. Zim- 
Wendt of the Battle Creek, Michi- sional Engineers is scheduled to merman, Appleton, and Directors 
gan District Office of Civil Defense. hold its first meeting of the fall Robert W. Frazier, Oshkosh, 

Mr. Wendt showed moving pic- — S°#8°P at 6:30 p.m. this Thursday, George H. Hall, Marinette, and 
tures of some of the Atom bomb October 25, at the Valley Inn, — William E. Raffin, Appleton. Rob- 
testa Which WEF st Wp to deter. Neenah. Following the Toast beef ert Schindhelm, Appleton, is Public 

mine the affect of A-Bombing on dinner the members will activate Relations chairman. 

engineering facilities and — struc- TENTATIVE OFFICIAL PROGRAM 

rons. HG Geeks am ae eee #2 ‘iq FOURTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING, WISCONSIN SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL gineering advisory committee coulc ENGINEERS, SCHROEDER HOTEL, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN play in a community civil defense JANUARY 24, 25, 26, 1957 , 
program. As a result of the meet- Thursday, January 24, 1957 Committee Members: Wal- ing the Wisconsin Valley Chapter Baa! demar Neilson, John E. 
has set up a Civil Defense Engi- 2:00 Registration Hoeft, P. L. Schroeder, 
neering Advisory Council. Mr. 2:00 Board of Directors Meeting Carl J. Dvorak, J. L. Sul- 
L. W. Lembcke, chapter president, 7:45 Buses leave for Fred Miller livan, Jr, A. R. _Dent, 
has appointed the following mem- . Theater - carole ok oo berstorthis eroup: 8:30 Fred Miller Theater : We Le ' fan . ven, 

& 2842 North Oakland Avenue ‘. W. Deterling, Ellis P. Chicf of Stafl—L. W. Lembcke 11:10 Buses leave Fred Miller Theater Chellman, Fay Morgan, 
Traffic Engineering Section—Carl J. for Schroeder Hotel Richard R. Brindley, Fred 

Dvorak 11:30 After Theater Party—Schroeder Loebel 
Community. Protection Section—Henry Hotel—Milwaukee Chapter—Hosts B. Membership 

J. Olk . Foster Kochn, Chairman 

Emergency Restoration Section—D. E. False, Sarwary, 25, 188% Committee Members: L. W. 
Thomsen ALM, Carlson, Rudolph R, 

9. soidtrai oc x Vv. a Water Supply Section—L, A, Manteufel S Conmmes Meenas Somat ikoe eee 
Sanitation Section—William H. Doyle A. Program Johnson, Frank Carlson, 
Public Works Resources Section— Karl O. Werwath, Chair- Roy G. Boland 

Gordon J. Morrison man (Continued on page 66) 
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many moons 

Less than 5,000 working hours from now, 

Martin will launch the world’s first earth satel- 

lite. As with the famed Martin Viking Rocket 

program, this is to be No. 1 of a continuing series 

of astronautical research vehicles—man-made 

moons which will chart the way toward the con- 

quest of the final frontier, space itself. 

If you are interested in the greatest engineer- 

ing adventure of our time, contact J. M. 

Hollyday, The Martin Company, Baltimore 3, 

Maryland. 
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7s h duat i Here’s how graduate engineers 

move up in the GAS industry 

h ion’s sixth | t ... the nation’s six arges 

The Gas industry—the sixth largest in the nation There are many opportunities for you in the Gas 

—has a total investment of over $15 billion. Last industry. The industry needs engineers, and does 

year the industry set a new all-time record in not overhire. You won’t be regimented. There’s 

number of customers, volume of gas sold, and always room for advancement. With utility com- 

dollar revenue. In fact, Gas contributed 25% of panies and with manufacturers of Gas equipment, 

the total energy needs of the nation as compared there’s a future for you as an engineer. Call your 

with 11.3% in 1940. The Gas industry is a major nearest Gas Utility. They’ll be glad to talk with 

force in the growth development and economic ou about your opportunity in the Gas industry. g P y' y' Pp y vi 

health of this country. American Gas Association. 
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Charles C. Ingram, Jr. became Vice President of |_| 6 y | i 
Oklahoma Natural Gas Company in less than 15 years / - _ 4 
Cuartes C. Incram, Jr. homa, and was soon called into service. fei ] >. a _ 
B.S. in Petroleum Engineering, 1940 Following his discharge, 5 years later, ....siérézas 

ee he rejoined the Engineering Depart- — pores smemm versity h zi . _ —rt—“‘“_O University of Oklahoma ment in Tulsa, He was quickly pro- || (7 
Charles Ingram has been Vice Presi- moted to Assistant Chief Engineer oO 3 
dent of the Land and Geological De- and then took over the position of ao | | 
partment of Oklahoma Natural Gas Superintendent of Gas Purchase and a , —. 
Company since June of 1955. Mr. Reserves, and by 1954 was District os ae fe 
Ingram joined the company immedi- Superintendent of the Oklahoma City ‘ _ 4 
ately after his graduation from Okla- district. i 7 8 

| a 
| a - ; . C.r—— After 6 years with Lone Star Gas, Bill Collins _ 

took over a new job in a new field for the company . 4 

Witt A. Cottins, Jr Star, Bill has worked primarily in the my Ld 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering, 1947 design, sales and installation of air )  », 
AtS M College of Texas conditioning equipment, with some F 

° time devoted to industrial gas appli-  . 
Bill Collins is employed by the Lone cations. When it was found that a % — 
Star Gas Company in Dallas as Co- large scale air conditioning program J 
ordinator of Air Conditioning and requires close attention to design and 2 
Utilization. Bill operates over 400 installation as well as sales and service 
square miles in North Texas and policies, a special department was or- i 
Southern Oklahoma. Since joining Lone ganized in 1955, Bill was put in charge. : a 
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(/ > ( CO by Ray Caldwell W357 

provide feasible solutions to such clutches and brakes; 3) The de- 

problems. The second half of the sign of grooved pressure-fed_slid- 

«cs book contains, among other things, ing bearings; and 4) Hydraulic ma- 

WA = many of the recent advances in the chines and couplings are included. 

field that are pertinent to the sub- Topics discussed include: 1) Hertz 

RANDOM PROCESSES IN AUTO- ject, along with a wide variety of contact stresses; 2) Castigliono’s 

MATIC CONTROL examples worked out in detail to theory applied to the design of ma- 

By J. Holcombe pe Jr. and illustrate each new idea presented. chine members; 3) Cost reduction 

. a in design; 4) Design of pressure- 
A high level, specialized work fed journal bearings; 5) Develop- 

. . . . MACHINE DESIGN ed journal bearings; evelop 

of unique importance for the phy- by Joreoh Edward Shigle went and. use if ‘the: fundamental 

sical scientist—a wealth of material . ” Ph Reware omerey a Buckingham equation for dynamic 

previously unavailable in book This is a_ scientific, inclusive, loada vane teeth in addition + 
form: realistic book on machine design. he on gear eet a - 10n © 

J. Halcombe Laning, Jr., Deputy Joseph Edward Shigley, Profes- the approximate method. 

Associate Director, and Richard H. sor of Machine Design, and Head THE McGRAW-HILL ENCYCLO- 

Battin, Assistant Director of the — of the Department of Drawing and PEDIA OF SCIENCE AND 
Instrument Laboratory, Massachu- Design, Clemson College, South TECHNOLOGY 

setts Institute of Technology have Carolina has written a book that Edited by William H. Crouse 

written a book which provides the — 2°t only presents ‘an unusually Curtis G. Benjamin, President of 
practical engineer and the theoret- scientific treatment of the subject the McGraw-Hill Book Company, 

ical research scientist with a basic but also broadens the scope of ma- has announced that the company 

background in the theory of ran- chine design, as usually presented, will publish a multi-volume com- 

dom signals and noise, together by developing the relations be- pendium of today’s scientific and 

with practical techniques to be tween the design specifications and technological knowledge called 

used in the analysis and synthesis the method of analysis or synthesis = «The McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia 

of linear control systems which are used in the solution. of Science and Technology.” “This 

subjected to random inputs. Part one of the book constitutes will be the most complete and uni- 

The first half of the book treats a study of the design of funda- fied compendium of science and 
the basic concepts of probability mental machine members, while technology ever assembled,” he 

and random time functions. These part two applies the principles de- states, “and in our opinion it will 

fundamental ideas are then used to veloped in part one to the study fill an urgent need.” 

develop analysis and design tech- of various design approaches to a The encyclopedia will be made 

niques for linear control systems group of common machine ele- up of several thousand alphabet- 

containing both constant and time- ments. Recent advances such as 1) ically arranged and cross-indexed 

varying components. Special em- The employment of methods of articles, written by acknowledged 

phasis is given to the non-station- designing against fatigue; 2) New authorities in science and engineer- 

ary problem and the use of modern material on the design of bolted jing, Readability and comprehen- 

automatic computing equipment to joints and of frictional contact rim (Continued on page 54) 
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-_— Po fA low-flying plane spreads ArcapiaN fertilizer on forest 

Jv VY land and — for the first time —a new technique is 

_ yi am. available for making a vital crop grow faster. 

is Jani That smart coat — fashioned of exciting CAPROLAN 
; <= 

i deep-dye nylon— seems remote indeed from growing 

trees. But both these new concepts in fibers and forestry 

depend upon Allied’s creative use of nitrogen. Together 

HERE’S HOW THEY’RE they spell chemical diversity. 

A _ |_| [= D Some of Allied Chemical’s 3000 products for farm, 

home and factory are described in a new booklet, “Intro- 

ducing Allied Chemical.” Write for a copy. 

TRADEMARK PRODUCTS INCLUDE: : |, °&4 | 

a | on (Ne 
Arcadian fertilizers * Caprolan nylon » Plaskon resins * Mutual chromic acid E LI je 

Genetron aerosol propellants Wilputte coke ovens Solvay chloromethanes ||| @ (fg Ree | 
Arp « 1p , y Dy Giciuitcol ep 

61 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 6, N.Y : 
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“POWER OFF!” Test operations are directed from this central control room, where 
special measuring instruments greatly speed up the collection of pump performance 
data, That’s one way Worthington products are made more reliable by using... 

h id’ a s = 

... the world’s most versatile hydraulic proving ground 
ao wise i Se y When you make pumping equipment that has to stand up and 

Ei 5! Fl cu PY | deliver year after year anywhere in the world, you’ve got to be sure 
men aw it will perform as specified. s / P Pe : r iY 7 That’s why we built one of the world’s largest hydraulic test 

Pa oe a7 / stands at our plant in Harrison, New Jersey. Here, over a half- 
VME Ao tt f/ P [| acre “lake,” we can check the performance of anything from a 

a fi a Aa oe i cy | fractional horsepower unit to pumps handling over 100,000 gallons 
ea ra ae ) Fe ea 4 ae c a minute. When you realize there are thousands of sizes and types 
oe FE ely ay —_— #$$= Reed of centrifugal pumps alone, you get an idea of the versatility we 
oe 2, Daf Lee co _~ gw had to build into our proving-ground. 

z » ail ee: rr... | Naturally, our new test equipment is a big help to our research 
Secs a. f engineers, as well as our customers. Now they get performance fh 5 8) 1 cy get p oe a || data on products quickly and accurately. Using it, we can save 

% A) : _| months, even years, in developing new Worthington fluid and air- 
~ . ~ “studi handling devices — equipment for which this company has been 

NE Hone eft) tin on & Worthington eae ‘As, famous for over a century. For the complete story of how you can rigeration unt ower a e : . . A 

bian American Oil Company’s central air conditioning units in fit into the Worthington picture, write F. PF Thompson, Mgr., Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, Personnel & Training, Worthington Corporation, Harrison, N. J. 

4.254 

See the Worthington representative when he visits your campus 
See the Worthington 

Corporation exhibit in 
New York City. A lively, 
informative display of 
product developments Ce lf SS for industry, business and SSS SS 
Hs heen. ake Aves ECL MUD PROS on reet. 

When you're thinking of a good job—think high—think Worthington 
AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION - COMPRESSORS + CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT + ENGINES » DEAERATORS + INDUSTRIAL MIXERS HMQUID METERS + MECHANICAL POWER TRANSMISSION = PUMPS - STEAM CONDENSERS + STEAM-JET EJECTORS + STEAM TURBINES + WELDING POSITIONERS
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bination that’s hard beat! .».a Combination that’s hard to beat! 
@ e e e e gs, 

Laminated plastics ...for a combination of properties that can’t he beat 

SYNTHANE is a favorite material among engineers, de- (eS 2) Pees 
signers, and product-conscious executives because it pos- I gk, [ | A aa 
sesses a combination of many properties. It is light in eg poo mm | | 7 
weight, strong; has high dimensional stability, excellent | ¢ po | 8 =e | 

electrical properties and chemical resistance. It’s also easy Lo r ™ |) ew a i 
to fabricate. p> Ys | iN 

S55) Synthane makes excellent ball bearing retainers. EASILY MACHINED DIELECTRIC STRENGTH 
ie We High dimensional stability, wear resistance and non- 
Youe” galling properties keep bearings humming smoothly wea ee eee 

at 100,000 rpm and up! Synthane's light weight =—s- | Cae oe 
Ces minimizes the effect of any eccentricities, provides yf | THT aS 

-, ) lower starting torques, less bearing weight. The fg =—S LM bee Se 

| / Synthane plant has facilities for producing practi- ae Oh DS 
a i . 5 ‘ eg a — Crile 
_ Zt cally every type of laminated plastic retainer known, 4 eo — 2 _ &C gp o 

ws ed ER 
Property combinations! Synthane has TENSILE STRENGTH CHEMICAL RESISTANCE 
them... in over 30 individual grades... 

es sheets, rods, tubes, moldings and com- 
ect pletely fabricated parts. Send for free 
prastics illustrated catalog today. 

SYNTHANE CORPORATION, 13 RIVER ROAD, OAKS, PA. 
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’ 1 1 . . at a high production rate, Each 

Sneed s Review Science Highlights card will include all the require- 
(Continued from page 50) (Continued from page 38) ments of a given schedule: mill 

sion, in general, will be at the col- temperature and composition screw-down opening, edger adjust- 

lege underclassman level. Designed among individual slabs. ment opening mill speed, and 

to SOLVE! AS: 18: complete reference In addition to this control system edger speed. Also included will be 

work for the student, engineer, —identified by the name “Prodac” _ q notation to indicate when the last 

scientist, and others seeking infor- to indicate its general applicability pass has been completed. 

mation on scientific or engineering as programmed digital automatic After a stack of punched cards 

subjects, it will total some 7,000 control for system drives—the con- — , a y ‘d : 
mauvive Nees. probably 1 a are is placed in the IBM card reader, 

oversize pages, probably bound in tractor is to supply all main drive the card applying to the first sched- 
ten volumes, and will be well illus- and auxiliary electrical equipment, ae ere ADRS san bee 

: : ‘ ‘ fox i : ule is read and all information is 
trated. It will be completed in including two 3000-hp motors for transferred to a transistorized 

about three years. the main horizontal rolls, a 375-hp me ar storage clement The mill 
William H. Crouse, author of 15 mill motor for the attached edger, — MCMOTY Storage ee : OS 

: : . - . is then ready to roll the entering 
technical books, wil act as over-all two 75-hp mill motors for hori- Jab. A fomatic apsration ‘takes 

editor of this vast publication. zontal mill screw down, and two i“ a GusFiosk ass is ‘nitiated 

Thirty consulting editors, each an 50-hp mill motors for adjustment eo eneratan's open , the — 
authority in his field, will select of edger rolls. ie c ° sh se bon & ~ 

ae ‘ ; ar : advance pus itton. 
some 2,000 top specialists to write When in operation in late 1956, havance Pus 

the articles, and each editor will the card programming control sys- As the slab approaches, the con- 
review all articles in his field. A tem will be given the schedule for trol equipment acts through mag- 
McGraw-Hill editorial staff of any set of rolling operations in the netic amplifier output units to pre- 
twenty will then assemble and — form of pre-punched IBM cards. — set roll openings and speeds. After 

copy-edit all contributions, prepare These cards can be prepared for One pass, reversing 1s brought 

the index, arrange cross references, practically every slab and_ strip about by sensing devices that read 

and generally do everything neces- size and grade of steel so that — the position of the slab and reverse 
sary to convert the contributions — proper drafts and speeds will pro- the rolls after a brief period of 

into bound volumes. THE END duce a product of high uniformity (Continued on page 58) 

AND THE WORLD’S , 

This new boiler plant at Nabisco’s huge ee roa 
Chicago bakery was planned to provide, tte Fe 

4 . Oe en = — ss efficiently and economically, the steam an : = ——— bmn a] é 
that the bakery must have on tap at all Nua eg Pee ._ sf = 
times for heat, hot water and various i Hla, lie Nok 1 

processing operations. La WA 1. oe tae e 
Because the reliability, efficiency and bia ne HY — eS : 

economy of its steam source are so vital hay a el > ; 

to this world-famous company, they — i = S . 
selected B&W boilers. > 4 o 

Think a moment of most companies’ - >. : : 

use of steam—and its cost. Take a fast — oO. 
turn around a boiler plant. Spend a ue ~~. 
little time chatting—perhaps quite prof- : . 

itably—with engineers. Get the facts on 
a company’s invested steam dollars in 
relation to the return they’re getting. If 
the facts add up to problems, B&W en- 
gineers can and will help industrial com- 
panies and their consulting engineers 
solve these problems. service records of thousands of B&W oo Sekuuuners ey cs 

When a B&W boiler is chosen, long- boilers, in thousands of large, small and ~ BABCOCK Ss 

range performance is assured. And isn’t medium sized industrial and utility | & Bay, : ee 
that what the buyer really wants? Not the plants, supply that assurance. : ; ILCOX once 
boiler but its end product, the steam, The, Babcock & Wilcox Company, 2 J DIVISION 

and the assurance of an efficient, de- Boiler Division, 161 East 42nd Street, tS ss 
pendable, economical steam source. The New York 17, N. Y. N-213 
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Bee ee ee - Ce rrrr—“ai—e—s—steeS—=“‘=‘iOUNSSORNSCWdsSCisC<aCra‘CR oo Ce : = —rti“—™O—r————sS~<sS—S—<S—s—~™—hrimm 

new era 1s beginning... — | : Cr EET ETT IO. 2 

OO — Oo | 

“As I review the progress in aeronautics within so short a span, and marvel _ 2 | 
i at the complex aircraft of today, I call it an achievement little short of miraculous. FT 

“Today, electronically-guided planes take off and land without human touch. _ e : a 

Lethal sky missiles seek and destroy invisible targets with uncanny precision. And still other 
fantastic achievements in both man-controlled and pilotless flight are now in the offing. | 

“When men go to the moon and planets, electronically-controlled skycraft will take them : 7 

there. Aviation maps will be studded with stars as well as with cities. New developments oe 
in aeronautics will go on and on. Success opportunities and careers will continue todevelop = 
for ambitious young men in this exciting field where a new era is beginning?’* ee 

7 _ LEE De FOREST | 

Appropriately qualified to speak for aeronautics and : : : . 7 / . 

other fields in which his own scientific achievements £6 oC 
play an important part, Dr. Lee de Forest gives help- : . 

ful counsel to young graduates headed for successful, ui cae | 
rewarding careers. 2 a -. te “ a 

His expression, “a new era is beginning” has parti- = -_. — : a 
cular significance at Northrop, world leader in the _ . 4 | | 
design, development and production of all-weather ee ‘ | 

~ and pilotless aircraft. a — rl eeet—<—Ci‘S 
| At Northrop, permanent positions areavailable that == oe ie a ——. | 
' offer full play for individualtalentandambition. Here — a . a - a 

| the graduate engineer will find interesting assign- : i a i. | 
' ments for which he is best fitted. Surroundings are ee ag ee 

i attractive, co-workers congenial, opportunities for ee = ——ti‘<i—i‘iCS]? i | 
| advancement unceasing, the compensation good. er .r—<“ SS | 

For detailed information regarding specific openings» ce. . ’ ~~ ed 2 
i in your field of specialization, write Manager of Engi- ee . — _ | ee . rh hlU*trC—S re] neering Industrial Relations, Northrop Aircraft, Inc., SS Cr a) 

1001 East Broadway, Hawthorne, California. SS 

{/~. ro 

NORTHROP <<) 
Pioneers in All Weather and Pilotless Flight a a 

o FF * _ 

*A statement by : ES : 
Dr. Lee de Forest, 3 - 
pioneer in radio. 

: | 
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er c rere ey QuEsTION: What about field experience? 

_. a ae | _ Det Curo: That is, of course, highly 
7. i =, - . o ; desirable from his standpoint and ours. 
een oo a *] a We make every effort to assign the 

= : : ‘= ag A young engineer to field work as soon 
: : 2 . j as possible. 

— 4 . _ zs 64. Question: What will he do in the field? 

a De he. | Dev Curo: When we are building a 
y eh ; 8 

—_ ~~ ,aae.—tiCiCHA A power plant we try to get the young en- 
——, = = fF Pe | gineer on the job five or six months be- 

eFC |. >) =e. — fore the scheduled start up of the plant. 

Sot ie. ~~ _—_— He will actually help the chief start up 
a Be P 4 > es engineer by writing up procedures, 

7 Ayia j .. planning the hydraulic washing to 

 —rererr——S time A a al steam lines, working on the start up of 
= \ J —-_- ae a ~~ ; each piece of the equipment, checking 
= we Oe” : OY ee 4 _ out controls, etc. 

FP p 4 r | 4 4 He will also handle paper work such as 
> . b filling out the data sheets that are later 

2 i wa es . turned over to the plant operators to 
aid them in running the plant. By the 

ee time the turbine is rolled and the job 
5 ‘ ar ends, the young engineer has been able 

James F. Det Curo, Mechanical Engineer, Power Division to see the end result of all the engineer- 

ing work he and others have done back 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING ().). QueEstION: Are there any other types 
of field assignments? 

One of a series of interviews in which Det Curo: If the young engineer de- 
< . . sires such experience, he is sometimes 

Bechtel Corporation executives discuss used in therconstruction’ department if 
ays that group is shorthanded. 

career opportunities for college men. SIOUR 32 NOE aROSE PP 

| . . Bechtel Corporation (and its Bechtel for- 
Question: As I understand it, Mr. Del different. The average is somewhere be- eign subsidiaries) designs, engineers and 
Curo, the Power Division is concerned tween a year and eighteen months. constructs petroleum refineries, petro- 

with the engineering phases of steam- Question: During this period he will chemical and chemical plants; thermal, 
electric generating plants? gradually advance to more complicated hydro and nuclear electric generating 

Det Curo: That’s true. Our own de- equipment? plants; pipelines for oil and natural gas 
partment is specifically concerned with transmission. Its large and diversified en- 

the mechanical engineering phases of | DEL Curo: Yes. For example, after a gineering organization offers opportunities 
such plants. while he will be doing original work on for careers in many branches and spe- 

. 5 heat balances and system studies. He cialties of engineering—Mechanical... 
Question: When the engineering grad- will be able to take an entire “piece” of Electrical ox . Sivuctitral « o Chemieal . 
uate joins your department are his a project and handle it on his own re- Hydraulic. 
starting duties standard? sponsibility. He will become involved 

Dex Curo: Yes. The routines are pretty With bigger equipment and with the Write for new brochures showing the wide 

well defined. We know a man learns = 2Verall aspects of the power plant. _ variety of projects Bechtel builds through- 

best by actual doing, so he is put to Somewhere along the line he will likely out the world. 
work immediately on heat balances, be assigned to try his hand at piping dives! Joh F. O'CORHE 
line size calculations, specifications materials, piping specifications and _ eAdsress dE Dann miscellaneous and tainor auxiliary combined control specifications. Vice President, Industrial Relations ; 

equipment, instrument data sheets and Question: What about the man who 220 Bush Street, San Francisco 4, Calif. 

information for plant data books. wants to specialize? 

Question: In other words, you sort of — Dex Curo: If, for example, a man 
throw the man in and he has to learn shows a particular interest in steam 
to swim by himself? turbines, instrumentation or control, 

Dex Curo: No. He has plenty of help. and ereanaceptes a Special apunide, for 
He works under the direct supervision one of them, he will often be called on 

of a job engineer or the mechanical to work on that specialty, without being BECHTEL 
group supervisor. confined to it exclusively. Thus we en- CORPORATION 

Hew | does this trainin courage specialization, even during the Co 
QUESTION; Ow tons 8 training period, but also make sure that SAN FRANCIS 
phase last: the young man gets overall experience Los Angeles + New York + Houston 
Dex Curo: That will vary with the man, through work in all phases of mechan- 
since aptitudes and desires to learn are ical engineering. 
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WHY CERTAIN, mse | FOR REVERSAL 

SLOW DOWN Cor SLOW DOWN 
OETEGTOR WII “ay 

DESIGNS SUCCEED Uap * | og 
an idea to help I “) 7) | 

you advance faster “ o> 
SS RS (7) ‘ F FW EAT Seecenekly designers state that SFr eg 

costs are the most important | Sey * : 
factor in the success of any product om 
development today. Manufacturers ao 
recognize this and, as a result, seek Ca © SCHEDULE Aovance : . BUTTON out the engineers who are cost 
minded. ee n088 © PASS Apvance 

Industry’s stress on lower costs | cose 
comes from the increasing competi- | CARO PROGRAMMED REVERSING MILL CONTROL 
tion for buyers. Rising costs of ma- | 
terials and labor must be offset by | 
good designs to keep selling prices | 
down to realize a profit from sales. | Described és ible k 

: : Z 1 1 1 escribed as @ possible ke’ Ingenious use of materials is the | Science Highlights : _P us best way you can eliminate needless | to a major advance in the field of 

expense in manufacture. By using | (Continued :trom page: 54) jet engines and gas turbines, the 
steel as the basic material and weld- | slowdown. After all but the final development involves the “sand- 
ing for fabrication, you have a de- | pass, roll openings and mill speeds wiching” of one high-temperature 
cided advantage in saving money | are readjusted in accordance with alloy around another to take ad- 
for a manufacturing company. . - | the schedule filed in the memory vantage of the heat resisting quali- 
and getting your designs accepted. storage element. When the final _ ties of each. 

ZZ >, | pass is completed, an indicator Research metallurgists, who 
SEZ LZ | light automatically signals the op- were pioneers in the field of high- 

BE A" | erator at the crop shear that the temperature alloys, worked more 
ao" i ell | strip is ready to enter the finish- than five years on the new devel- 
NZ | ing mill. opment that clads molybdenum 

i + : ith Inconel, a nickel-based high- Cast Construction — Costs $28.13 | The mill will then be preset for fom verature ho 8 
| the next schedule by pressing the E - sce ative. alloys 

Zz, Z | schedule advance push button Pitirent Inplrtenipenitire: ally LLP Zz | Ag: n / sun hed ca dis call iy restrict maximum turbine _ inlet 
2 LZ ae a punc ed card is read y temperatures to about 1600 de- ge the card reader, its information is srees Fahrenheit. While these al- 

\ AA transferred to the memory storage Eres y A ay Sa a oT a A | Je and the mill is d loys are somewhat better than Welded Steel Construction—Costs $6.49 | Clement, and the mill is made those of 10 years ago, they are still 
| ready for the schedule required for essentially of th vera an, siti Results from using welded steel | the next slab. essentially of the same composition 

instead of gray iron are shown in of a decade or more ago. 
the above design comparison of a | When completed, the new rough- However, with the use of In- 
typical bracket used on modern | ing mill will feed a six-stand con- — cgnel-clad molybdenum, inlet tem- 
machinery. The cast bracket costs | tinuous hot strip mill. Main hori- peratures of between 1800 and 
$28.13. The welded steel bracket | zontal rolls of the roughing mill — 19090 degrees will be possible. At 
costs $6.49, weighs 65% less, yet is | are 42 inches in diameter and 44 the present stage of progress on 
coated and more rigid than the | inches wide. Each edger roll is 24 jet engines and gas turbines, an 

cast esiBn. . . . inches in diameter. increase in temperature boosts effi- 
Similar Opes ia Possible in ciency on an almost directly pro- 

ai foe tes i ea vou fe Kee | ALLOY DEVELOPMENT TO BOOST _ portional basis. efore, it w: a 
how wrurlize vesel Why aot weirs | JET ENGINE EFFICIENCY Mr. Bechtold demonstrated the 

= | oye : us for latest design bulletins. | Scientists soon will begin full- qualities of the alloys by subject- 
scale tests on a new combination ing three specimens to stresses at 

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY of high-temperature alloys that high temperatures. Inconel alone 
Cleveland 17, Ohio may increase the efficiency of jet | broke when the temperature hit The Warld’s Largest Manufacturer of | eects ae ve the 5 : . Arc Welding Equipment | engines more than 15 percent. (Continued on page 62) 
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Behind the Ships that Set the Pace... 
’ - - 

a Master’s Touch in Oil 

World’s mightiest ship, the Navy’s newest ocean- have one thing in common—socCONy MOBIL’S 
going airfield—U. S. S. Saratoga... master touch in lubrication. 

Maiden voyage of the world’s first atomic-powered Good reason! When the chips are down—when 
submarine... records are at stake—when schedules must be met— 

All the Atlantic Blue Ribbon Winners, from the the men who know marine machinery look to 
Mauretania to the S. S. United States... SOCONY MOBIL for its protection. 

World’s fastest boat, 225 miles an hour—Donald x * * 

Campbell’s Bluebird . . . Wherever there’s progress in motion—in your car, 
. ; : our shi r plane, your factor r farm or 

Two-fifths of all the world’s freighters . . . y ip, your plane, you Ya YOUN 
your home—you, too, can look to the leader for 

The race horses and the work horses of the seas lubrication. 

BaD 

SOCONY MOBIL OIL COMPANY,‘INC. 
LEADER IN LUBRICATION FOR 90 YEARS 

Affiliates: General Petroleum Corporation, Magnolia Petroleum Company, 
Mobil Oil of Canada, Ltd., Mobil Overseas Oil Company and Mobil Producing Company 
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ee it’s “Andy” Ashburn, Managing Editor of American 

Machinist. Andy holds a B.S.E. from the University of Michigan, 

and progressed with his magazine from Assistant Editor to Associate 

Special Projects Editor to Managing Editor since joining McGraw- 

Hill Publishing Company. Like most of the 485 full-time editors on 

the McGraw-Hill “team”, Andy is an engineer first—a writer second. 

And unlike most engineering graduates his age, Andy is already near 

the top of his chosen field. 
Ask him what he thinks about a writing career for engineers and 

he’ll tell you this: “All through college, I was a staff member of The 

Michigan Technic, and editor as a senior. And I’ve never stopped being 

grateful for the decision I made to be an engineer-writer. I’ve learned 

more about what’s going on... kept in touch with key developments 

in engineering throughout industry . . . thanks to that decision.” 

McGraw-Hill as a Place to Work 

Consider these advantages of an _ have a guarantee against boredom _ 

editorial career with McGraw-Hill and stagnation—and a stimulat- : 

—world’s largest publisher of busi- _ ing, rewarding career in your chosen : / 
ness and technical magazines. field of engineering. Sse 
When you work with engineers on If you are the right man—both _ 
any of the 34 McGraw-Hill maga- _an engineer and an alert, inquisi- 
zines, you are in constant touch tive knowledgeable man who likes  8§§ 
with the experimental, the new, — to report, appraise and write, we . _—es 

and the significant. You watch ex- want to talk with you about career ~—r——™O_OC_smesKss 

periments, seenew techniquescome — opportunities as an engineering ed- = 

into being. And in many ways you itor with McGraw-Hill. Get the . | 

help develop them yourself. For — story of McGraw-Hill and what it =. ] 
example, the word “automation” has to offer you today—by writing  =—es—ehsSs 

first appeared in print in Andy’s for your free copy of “Successful a == 
magazine. Careers in Publishing At McGraw- a 

As a McGraw-Hill editor, you Hill.” Or tell us about yourself, .... _ 

will be on top of events of anentire your background, extra-curricular a =. -_ 

industry, not just a specialist in activities, college record, summer = —hLlunrmr—~—SC 

one narrow segment. You'll be jobs, and career goals. Write to: ra] i 

working with keen, alert men who SS ~~ | 

are nationally-respected leaders in Peter J. Davies yf es —— _ 

their fields. You are a welcome Assistant to the Editorial Director | Wf “ore “s 
figure in front offices and inside the MeCraw-Hill Publishing Co., I | THAN 4 

plants of the leading companies COLOUR ME UDUSIAN GOut TE: ] MEN in, a MILLon oe 

here and abroad. If you are the 330 West 42nd Street jj ANp , “SiNess ff | 

man we’re looking for, you will New York 36, N.Y. <i) Pay ws 2 

oa READ oe. 

e Ly LUsneg “ong /.. Z 

Me Graw -Hill Mag AZInes Lf A MLICATI Oy. L : ys ‘| 

McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc. 7 om S 4 

330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, New York a | 
ee 
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Science Highlights The mew technique, called BED f j oe . so 4 : 

noradiography, could have a sig- |) oe 

(Continued from page 58) nificant effect on engineering de- i i (| S oo 

between 1350 and 1450 degrees. sign. Slow-motion X-ray movies i A a 1 a 

Molybdenum did not break even at and still pictures of pistons, cams | agama Sg . 

1850 degrees, but did begin smok- and other moving parts have en- yo i of 

ing at about 1300. This is due to abled engineers to scrutinize, fOY S55 ssssseosons —_— 

oxidation which would rapidly burn the first time, complete cycles of / 

up the metal if this were allowed engine operation for faulty per- j A a 

to continue, he explained. formance or wear. : i 

The revolutionary process gives — | 

eg po designers their first glimpse inside r : 7 

ee ae a : ~~ a completed machine operating at | | ‘ | : 

ve" oe # = normal speed under load condi- | i; 

— “| —sttions. Improved, lightweight de- | aS 

A NS ee a | signs, and perhaps important basic t | < m= 

% iN ay _— design changes could result from SS. - mE 

of Lent & bel. t a 3 » the X-ray motion studies. i ae = = var 

ae ae os ey The special stroboradiographic <= Mi : a) 

7 Bey ee 3 equipment was developed for use Le ee 

; en! m< with its high-energy industrial X- 8 ute ae 

— ray betatron, operating at 5 million (a Seen 
Mr. Bechtold demonstrates alloy to 15 million volts. , . = es 

qualities, Unlike conventional X-ray equip- _ The xeroradiographic plate is best 

« “) viewed with the aid of low-angle illu- 

However, when heat was applied ment, the betatron furnishes the mination. 

to “clad moly,” the specimen neither surging radiation pulses—416 per 

burned nor broke even at 1850 to second—that have given engineers rately synchronized with the mov- 

1950 degrees, due to the oxidation this unprecedented “inside” view ing part. With an exposure time of 

resistance of the outer layer of of any deflections, vibrations or 10 to 15 millionths of a second, it 

Inconel and the strength of the bouncings inside a running ma- is possible to radiograph an engine 

molybdenum. The latter alloy was chine. turning at several thousand revolu- 

described as “by far the strongest Previously, single-shot exposures tions a minute. 

material so far developed at — of moving objects had been made A synchronizing disc attached to 

temperatures above 1600 degrees.” with low-energy equipment, but — the specimen engine signals the 

Development of “clad moly” did the quality of the radiographs suf- _ betatron and releases the surge of 

not immediately answer the prob- — fered when the object was com- _ electrons that make the split-second 

lem for a higher-temperature alloy, posed of heavy parts of varying X-ray exposure. Several thousand 

it was disclosed. Metallurgists thickness. repetitions result in a strong image 

found that when Inconel was rolled The new process involves taking clear enough to be analyzed for 

on molybdenum at high tempera- thousands of short exposures accu- operational data. THE END 

ture, a layer of hard, brittle mate- " sooo _ 

rial formed between the two alloys en : a | a 

which made the cladding alloy tear WAS Ee ee ea : 4 

away easily. The metallurgists dis- Ae Ss oS | : 

covered that this intermetallic com- ee Se Gece ee See : a 

pound could be eliminated by plac- Be : = Se ees ——— " ” 

ing a barrier material such as pal- SSS OS Go ee XY a a 
geen oar. Vem ete oa bo 

ladium between the two alloys. ak se | 7 ~ 2 

FIRST ENGINE X-RAY os | 

A General Electric engineering - ee aa <a eee : 

team hag achieved the feat of mak- pe per TO —_ _ 

ing motion pictures of the innards <a : Sas = sa 

of an engine while it is running. Ee ae Se : : 

The job involves taking X-ray yc ae 

pictures of the spinning, throbbing , a oe oe 8 

internal movements of the engine Las. aS  - 

through its steel housing, and visu- . After the xeroradiographic plate has been exposed to the x-ray beam and the latent 

ally “stopping” with a camera their ere a ciel ta canine tons ogectie dha by apraped ine Pe 

high-speed motion. developing an image. 
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ENGINEERS... 

LOOK TEN YEARS AHEAD! 

— rrr—“‘“O.C—C—C——C——UCO—"CP"Pede#="tl eEEEE—Ci—t =§$§DUC a cle _ 

Cr oy 

| ie rt—“—™—tsSSOS—*éts—siC OM RNS 

ee eee, | = ae f/f, 

Will your income and location e ~ o Aiea Ne uA 
allow you to live ina home [ae ai 

A 5 A Douglas engineer lives here 

like this...spend your icine con , 
. leisure time like this? as Eo ae, , 

se «§ oe AS 
a ae es Sa SNe ead 

ee RO Douglas career now! ea aiteeg. gs BSS 
| +) «© +3; FF fe rN 

<<! J AS hn Pg eh. 
Douglas has many things to offer the career- _ ae A pp me 
minded engineer! J a oe a Z 7, i . 

-..there’s the stimulating daily contacts with ©) a oo ©) | 

men who have designed and built some of the [ 2. ( rrr - Nee 

world’s finest aircraft and missiles! | ee a 
...there’s enough scope to the Douglas opera. and you'll be in both the income level and geo- 
tion so a man can select the kind of work he 8 @Phical location to enjoy life to its full. 

likes best! Brochures and employment applications are 
...there’s security in the company’s $2 Billion available at your college placement office. 

backlog of military and commercial contracts! For further information about opportunities with 
...and there’s every prospect that in 10 years | Douglas in Santa Monica, El Segundo and Long 
you'll be where you want to be professionally, | Beach, Calif. and Tulsa, Okla., write today to: 

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC. 

le FON C. C. LaVene, 3000 Ocean Park Blvd. 
: A Santa Monica, California 

poucLas (@——-——— 
K& < First in Aviation 
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—_— 7c ee ee Reactors 
fe ba eC , ef "”*™ (Continued from page 17) 

|e a. | _ -& _ (rr . 

Sheet CU SCt*«CS Le c— = =—=:<C:ti(a<(a2(a)stiserts chanical pumps designed to handle 
L — ;— FOF —‘NFREEOECONNONCSsSsSsSS pump: 

- [eo S ,.  iié@&;+§=+§©4]7#S=7#§FEsesese leakage of liquid metal and con- 

= aa er i —rt~— tamination are the major problems. 

yl > | . eo ; _r— All of these pumps are centrifugal 

aaa A __. : y : - a ones. The pump bearings are de- 

f — 9 . : ; 

- | rr signed to operate using the fluid 

es ea sisi being pumped as a lubricant. These 

Po | or i . bearings are pressure-positioned, 
Pg oo i - * . 

i | oo -— q and there is never any metal to 

4 = H | metal contact 
—  &  £emmmemmmme a ‘ eta ntact. 

. Th = 5 for the is 
a a 8 , a If the motor for the pump is 

— Ct — . 

‘ —.~«Cl St = <= oe mounted outside the inert atmos- 

i = ee ~~. ‘i : ‘ 

_ Se 2 i ae — a ao aes Sy phere surrounding the pump itself, 

ee e rr ‘ \ a 
Ss. Wee Le — a H | rotating shaft seal must be pro- 

fo + rl i 5 a ‘ 

.. aid | ee ia et a . vided. This rotating seal will leak 

| pre) f& . = /¢ et — A. somewhat and a little of the inert 

| fn Ff | | gas will be lost. The motor can 
he — ef —. i tC a . 

Lp Bobs | a - . ae | also be mounted inside the inert 

Pe ee SC | atmosphere. This is the so called 
Cpe = hr io atmosphere. This is the so callec 

et eee : oo th canned motor” installation. 
-—. -— a ~~ & Poo ar i ‘ . a 

ere — 6h hl | ee The motor is not as readily ac- 

ae Cl oo r _ cessible for maintenance, but the 

\ rotating seal is eliminated. By us- 

Lo) / ing a direct-current motor, the slow 

(oF fi rate can easily be varied. 
av 

LY your rst move ue instrumentation of a tae 

metal system ‘presents some prob- 
CAN DECIDE 

THE GAME lems. In many cases, standard 
* a . . . 

measuring devices can be used if 

i first job | 
you r rst O they are isolated from the hot y 

CAN DECIDE YOUR FUTURE liquid metal by some inert sub- 

RRS stance. The fluid lines connecting 

—_S That important first job can start you off in the instruments must be heated to 

the wrong direction—or it can lead you straight toward your the same temperature as the metal 

goal. If your ambitions are high, Motorola has a place that will to prevent solidification and clog- 

give you the finest chance possible for the advancement you ging of the lines. Electrical re- 
; . . : a You'll get security and good salary, but, more important, sistance measurements can also be 

you'l = oe on Reais a a future, like missile guid- used to good advantage because of 
ance, radar, an A is Wi _- eseesace 

f A microwave. T e door is wide open at Motorola, the good conductivity of the liquid 
and the opportunity to fulfill your ambitions is yours. metals tals. 

If El 
‘ 

comact Forarote ‘adage ENGINEER, MECHANICAL ENGINEER or PHYSICIST, Now that the technical problems 

CHICAGO, ILL.: MR. L. B. WRENN, Dept. CO., 4501 Augusta Blvd. of this type of heat transfer system 

Challenging positions in ‘Two-Way Communications, Microwave, Radar and have been met, the economic as- 
Military equipment, Television (Color) and Radio Engineering. ReeKS of the proble m must be con 

ects > tr Cc S e Ci = 

PHOENIX, ARIZ.: E wed. Th he ‘etical costs for : 

RESEARCH LAB., MR. R. COULTER, Dept. CO., 3102 N. 5éth St. quered. The theoretical costs for a 

SEMI-CONDUCTOR DIV., V. SORENSON, Dept. CO., 5005 E. McDowell Rd. nuclear power plant have been cal- 

Outstandi tunities in the d t i ili salated. : ave Wee 
Ouistonding) oppor unites in ihe developmen and production of Military Le and ne have been = 

2c arable e cost 0 
RIVERSIDE, CAL.: MR. C. KOZIOL, Dept. CO., Box 2072 to be comparable to the cos 

‘This new modern research laboratory, located 65 miles from. Los Angeles, producing power by water, diesel, 
needs men in Missile and Military equipment systems analysis and design. or coal fired steam generating 

20a red stea mere 
Contact your Placement Officer for further information regarding interview : » age: gAbae DME 
date on your campus or write to one of the above addresses. plants. When these ideas Ee But 

into practice, the nearly unlimited 

supply of power from nuclear re- 

MO A OROLA actions will become available. 
THE END 
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E RE IF VYOWRE THE RESTLESS TYPE, 
COME TO WORK FoR US ! 

We want YOU! The kind of engineer who won’t Our training programs for engineers are among 
stand still for the ordinary, the “pat”, the obvious. the most complete in the country. And as a 
The kind of engineer who's constantly explor- Standard Oil of Ohio engineer, you would be 
ing new approaches. The Creative Engineer! working in one of America’s largest and most be , challenging growth industries—oil! 
What company offers the, MGst 2 this “Testless So before you decide on any company, look into kind of engineer? We believe it is The Standard Standard Oil of Ohio—where creative engineer- 
Oil Company of Ohio! We are engineering. ing counts! Contact the placement director of minded. Seven per cent of all our employees are your school. Or write Mr. E. G. Glass, Jr, 
engineers. One-half of the president’s staff—our Standard Oil Company (Ohio), Midland Build- top management—are engineering graduates. _ ing, Cleveland, Ohio. 

mn in RAS aT THE STANDARD OIL COMPANY (OHIO) 
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WwW S P E Kesting, Howard H. Buer, 7:00 Annual Banquet 

———_ E. A. Ritchie, James Zim- A. G. Behling, President, WSPE, 

(Continued from page 46) merman Presiding 

GC. Ethics and Practice G. Interprofessional A, Greetings 

Kurt Roth, Chairman; Berry Charles A. Nagel, Chair- B. Introduction of Old and 

E. Brevik, Co-Chairman man New Officers 

Committee Members: P. L. Committee Members: John C. Presentation of Outstanding 

Schroeder, E. M. Griffith, A. Lofte, Harold Trester, Engineer Award 

W. T. Kohn, L. H. Shaf- Herman T. Hagestad D. Feature Address 

fer, L. F. Motl, William J. 

Cherones PM. Saturday, January 26, 1957 

D. Education 12:15 Speakers’ Table Assembly 
. * ~ 

A.M. 

(Joint with Functional 12:30 Luncheon—Crystal Ball Room— Z : . 

Group ) A. L. Genisot, Vice President, 9:30 Business Meeting 

John Gammell, Chairman W.S.P.E., Presiding President A. G. Behling, Presiding 

Committee Members: Carl Recognition of New Members A. President’s Report 

W. Geisler, J. L. Trebil- July to December 31 B. Secretary’s Report 

cock, R. P. Boyd, kK. L. - - ne ; 

jensen Harold A Peter- 1:30 Feature Address C. Treasurer’s Report 

S60k A Baraard Drought 2:30 Functional Groups D. National Representative’s 

if. Lawislative A. Education Report 

Herman T, Hagestad, Chair- a i Education Com- E. Committee Reports: 
mittee : 

man . (1) Education 

Committee Members: Carl 3 Lo hs le Chairman (2) Ethics and Practice 

Cajanus, L. Jensen, F. J. + industria 3) Membership 

Hocppner - ud V. Robins Tate, Chairman a Program " 

Leonard J. Hillis, William Cc. Public Employment . (5) Public Relations 

1. O'Connor E. J. Duszynski, Chair- (6) Legislative 
F, Public Relations man (7) Interprofessional 

Corel R. Merce, Chair- D. Consulting = ny . 

ordon RK. Merce, Ghai Rok Seren x ¥. Functional Group Reports: 
obert J. Strass, Chairman , eee 

man . (1) Consulting Engineers 

Committee Members: Carl 6:00 pase (2) Education 

W. Geisler, R. L. Hunger- Dutch Treat (3) Industrial Employment 

ford, E. J. Polasek, E. C. 6:45 Speakers’ Table Assembly (4) Special Employment 

= aes Te | G. New Business 

() How a precision 
CF e e PM 

amen TH qr7 grinder holds its 12:15 Speakers’ Table Assembly 

5 ft 
> : 

| yr Hu © e 12:30 Luncheon—Empire Room 

ae Ds. | precision—for years Cider? Nano, Vice Present 
co we sci “ W.S.P.E., Presidi 

il ae : In pre-loading super-precision ball bearings, a 5 resig ms . 

Pa . Cc precision surface grinder is used for close- A. Recognition of Official Dele- 

a oR) “UF FT tolerance grinding of bearing ring faces (see gates 

y Le } photo). In the grinder diagrammed here, mov- B. Presentati f Award 

Niel |} ella) ing parts are mounted on Fafnir ball bearings oo RIESENTREOTLOF Sk WaTes 

SHE ee i 3 ¢ to assure the;absolts rigidity essential for this Outstanding High School 

er gee ae emean ||! | | i exacting work. Teachers 

a es macouee \\\\| | ("| All bearings indicated, except the thrust bear- eaeness | 

— | ings at the bottom of the column supporting the | John Gammell, Chairman 
£ {| 3 | 

yh wheelhead arm, are Fafnir pre-loaded, super- Education Committee, In- 

fl i A} «cl | precision types. The oscillating wheelhead is troducing 

4 a Ir +f \} similarly mounted. Original bearings in column 

1 ery tf Vat and workhead have been in operation and have 1. A. Bernard Drought, Dean 

| Ll || I maintained their precision for over 15 years. College of Engineering, 

| ' | Way db | A long history of such successful bearing Marquette University 

| 11] l fl applications is a big reason why engineers . . 

yt Wily | \| throughout industry look to Fafnir for help 2. Kurt F. Wendt, Dean 

| an i | (ky with special bearing problems. The Fafnir Bear- College of Engineering, 

| Wht] iE +s fag Company. New Britain, Conn. (23 Branch | University of Wisconsin 

| Wyerd] 
| \ | |} me ° . ° | 3. Fred) J. Van Zeeland, 

| Y= Dean, 
ls ft) Heel” An interesting aspect of an engineering career with | it vafleers: Ge a 

Feat Fafnir is the opportunity for first-hand observation of Milwaukee School of En- 

shh Fafnir products actually on-the-job in Fafnir plants. ginecring 
Fafnir bearings are widely used in equipment neces- C. Outstanding Science Teach- 

sary for bearing manufacture, including machines such oe 
as the precision surface grinder above. s 

The opportunity for on-the-job evaluation of bearing D. Feature Address 
performance is invaluable as a source of information | 4 99 4 diournme 
End, often, inspiration —in the vital, diversified work | 2:00 Adjournment 

f di devel d he appl 30 Annual B M 
of designing, developing, and assisting in the app! ica 9: nnua usiness Meeting 

B ALL B E AR I NG Ss tion of bearings for all of industry. Perhaps Fafnir offers Milwaukee Section, W. S. P. E. 

you the challenges and satisfactions you want in en- Karl O. Werwath, Presiding 

MOST COMPLETE LINE IN AMERICA gineering, or sales engineering. We'd be glad to hear ai ©. Werwath,. Ereskcing 

from you. THE END 
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| i 1} | a tm 
oe ee | | | ore 

ewer cant, =f \ 2 | A career for you === | 

WOE as aa | a] 8 4 a Ja : o 1 — S (i so CHALLENGING 
i i SScenataad, - ; : Ke 
fe Pe Se “a | this indust ry 

[ (2. rl 

b a Dh CUT): Sco REWARDING 
a li“. _ 
7. ; 2 _ — ——esére@my)| its o ortunities i te | | 

Se ir i 
- ee ee | | ...and so VARIED 

Pee aa ey Oo 4 ea. iH ‘ ALCOA SUL EING || the careers it offers... 

i 

oA ' | i ell 
: ors ot : 

Alcoa wrote this book to tell the story 

Few basic industries can match aluminum for speed of They can share in new and startling research and 
growth and diversity of activities. And Alcoa sets the development triumphs sure to come from Alcoa... for 
pace for the aluminum industry. these new engineers will work with research teams that 

Because of this growth and diversity, Alcoa needs developed such products as the first 330-kv transmission 
outstanding young engineers who, someday, will take line . . . the first aluminum curtain walls . . . all the 
Over many important management functions at Alcoa. important basic families of aluminum alloys. Alcoa’s 
Alcoa’s book tells you this story. new book outlines this exciting future. 

If you are earning a degree in metallurgical, mechani- Or, if you prefer selling, Alcoa provides opportunities 
cal, electrical, industrial, chemical, civil or other engi- in sales engineering and sales development where sales- 
neering field, Alcoa wants to discuss your future with manship of the highest order is needed . . . and where 
you. Alcoa’s book tells you how to go about this. recognition comes quickly. You'll find this excitingly 

Engineers who select a career with Alcoa will earn portrayed in Alcoa’s book. 
their professional recognition under the men who built See your Placement Director, or write directly for 
the aluminum business. They’ll gain their experience your copy of A Career for You With Alcoa. You'll find 
with the industry’s foremost production equipment, it stimulating and rewarding reading. Use the coupon 
such as America’s biggest forging press. for convenience. 

Write for your copy 
Your Guide to the Best in Aluminum Value PO nn en een 

. | ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA | 
| 1825 Alcoa Building | 

iis ‘ | Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania 

\ \ a @. Please send me a copy of A Career for You With Alcoa. | 
\ paice NUM | | 

VA ALUAR . TR a ee Pe 

‘ pave courany —_ Lo Address | 
\ ~ | 
e City and State a 

Tune in the ALCOA HOUR, television’s finest College .__________ Degree ________ Date of Graduation — 
hour of live drama, alternate Sunday evenings. a 
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el owes this veteran furnace 

“ Py From this very furnace (and its fellows) came the special 
% heat-resistant steels for aircraft engine exhaust valves that 

a first let men fly an ocean: Lindbergh, Chamberlain, Byrd. 
FROM THE’ 19307 From it and its successors in various A-L mills came the 

. high-temperature alloys that made possible the first air- 
+++ TO THE 1950's ys craft superchargers . . . and later, the first ventures into jet 

wW a \ and rocket-propelled flight. @ In your future business life, 
tds oo : Y whenever you have a problem of resisting heat, corrosion, 
— ee wear, of great stress—or of satisfying special electrical re- 

_ << an oO quirements—remember to see us about it, won’t you? 

Si - Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation, Oliver Building, 
Se Oe Pittsburgh 22, Pa. 

Se a ’ « 4 : 

ee PIONEERING on the Horizons of Stee! Pp AL QS 
ss = aa Kee 

LEaDing propuct® 

egheny Ludlum \e= 
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a = —rrt—‘a‘_(Nr—S—~<—<i—'s~'~i~i‘<~™hs—™mnm"mmWYeir_iksFé3C=~C~C_Cmséis, a | a r——= - =. —rrr————“—OC™C—~S*‘“#R N, INC | er rrr—“‘“‘<“<“<_ua““arrrsSsiai“ . A — : ———ONNORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, 
oe ae : i ge ce ag es af 16m 
OF (To 
. -—. Si io —. oe 

Sh  ,rrrr—™—“ COS — -~ 

_HA ft Ft GAN VAIR 

_ a 
_ ee _ ee Coavt et 

a og 

a f HLTT GT] | a Xe crust 
| | ff ) . } s Y p AVIATION @ 

ee 2S . : oe UGHT AIRCRAFT | (2 ok ee ne 2 q 
PS 2 Eee > a 
oe es o — : ae 

—, LOCKHE: ' ae .. .users of l or more of these current | 

r _ Hamilton Standard products 

ej ORF) aa (t a » | gous i 
gg | rt he | gages Fier % LPH Be a | Sea pes A eee se] | aN ee | 

a “4 ee | Ura ; a el “Sat aa Ql 3 
| BAe Aer phe Pues] | | BT . > ae | | ai ee he | ; 

_ REFRIGERATION UNIT JET FUEL CONTROL PNEUMATIC STARTER HYDRAULIC PUMP  ANTI-ICING VALVE ) 

_ a Engineers at Hamilton Standard are “in” on the biggest, a 
= plimil! qes most dynamic advances in World-wide Aviation... be- 4 

w orn eld* oy, cause they are working with the greatest names in aviation. 4 
OPP cert MvcloP™ Eon The proof that we can design and develop products such __ _ engine sons Cy HOM! to % ete 4 ae i exist (vests Wiis, sont vlogee \ as these is our long record of association with these proud = NM 

 eepretion: Ws ° Ses Ss names and our continued success in providing vital com- noe — 
sxondor rite “enainee'’ ponents of today’s and tomorrow's aircraft and missiles. woRT! ~ 

oO nari" emma ki a 

; UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION | 
_ 47 Bradley Field Road, Windsor Locks, Connecticut L 
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. case. Proceed until the desired number of cases have 

Handloading been charged. When this has been completed, look 
° into all of the charged cases to see if the powder level 

lengthened and must be trimmed to standard length. appears to be consistent. There is seldom any variation 

Oversize cases must be full length resized in order to _ in the charges if a scale has been used to measure the 

again fit the chamber properly. powder. 

The cases that fit satisfactorily must be chamfered Next in the hand loading procedure is the seating 

on the inside of the neck to allow free entrance of the — of the bullet in the case. To begin this operation place 
bullet. A 60 degree countersink or case mouth cham- the bullet seating die in the press so that when the 
fering reamer will work well. shell holder is raised it nearly touches the bottom of 

Placing the correct powder charge in the case re- the die. With the die in this position, an empty case 

quires the use of either a powder scale or a powder should go into the die freely. Slide a charged case 

measure or both. It is possible to set some powder into the shell holder and place the bullet on the case 
measures without the use of a powder scale. However, mouth between thumb and forefinger. Still holding the 

due to the possibility of error, it is recommended that bullet in place, move the case up into the die as far 

the measure be checked with an accurate scale. After as it will go. 

the powder measure has been set it will “throw” The depth the bullet is seated in the cartridge does 

charges quite uniformly and more rapidly than using not materially effect the ballistics of the cartridge. This 

the scale alone. (Figure 14) does not mean seating depth will not affect accuracy. 

For the beginner, the scale is the most economical It means that seating depth may be varied consider- 

and the most accurate device for the measuring of ably without creating any hazards in firing the car- 

powder charges. First, set the scale to weigh the  tridges. Experienced shooters recommend seating the 

desired charge through the use of loading data tables bullet out far enough to barely clear the lands of the 

in a manual. Then, in order to facilitate powder han- _ rifling for best accuracy. 

dling, pour a small amount of powder from the can- This might increase the overall length of the car- 

nister into a small box or can. Weigh the charge by  tridge so it would not function through the magazine 
shaking the powder into the scale pan with a teaspoon. _ of the rifle, in which case the bullets would have to be 

Place the powder funnel in the mouth of an empty seated to standard overall cartridge length. Generally 

case and pour the powder from the scale pan into the speaking, bullets should be seated so the overall length 

— - —_ sof thee cartridges is the same as that of a commercially 

re | Jone cartridge. 

The finished reload looks just like commercially 

EXPAND YOUR loaded ammunition. It should perform equally as well 
or better if care was used in the reloading operations. 

In commercial rounds, each one must consistently 
ENGI N FERI NG LIBRARY meet a standard. This standard requires that the round 

will perform safely in every action made for that 
| caliber, whether the action is fifty years old and weakly 

Extensive stocks of technical and semi- | constructed or not. This means that the shooter who 

technical books, chemistry, physics and | owns a late model bolt action sporter rifle is not obtain- 
meaihematical fables: ing the performance from factory ammunition that he 

could from reloading to higher pressures. 
Superior accuracy results from handloaded ammuni- 

tion because the shooter can vary powder, powder 
charges, primers and bullets. By experimenting with 

Paper New & Used various combinations of these, he can develop that 
Texts particular load which fits his rifle best. 

Report K&E P&E Dietzgen For instance, a given halllet sniight give execllent 
. accuracy in one rifle and very poor accuracy in an- 

Covers Supplies other. In many instances, a change in powder charge 
of only one half grain will reduce the group size from 
two inches to one inch at one hundred yards. 

* Match accuracy not only requires a keen eye and a 
steady hand but also takes ammunition which will per- 

UNIVERSITY CO-OP form perfectly in the particular rifle used. It takes only 
a small amount of testing to find loads which will 

1325 University Avenue 702 State Street increase the accuracy of any rifle. Over eighty five per 
cent of the participants in National Big Bore Rifle 
matches load their own ammunition. THE END 
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Modern and advanced engines log up hundreds of test hours daily in Standard’s automotive 
laboratory at Whiting. Radioactive carbon traces deposits in the guarded engine (foreground). 

Pe Would you like to work on 
‘@ 84 the same team as this man? 
=. Lamont ELTINGE is a group _ he makes to Standard as a regular member of 
“i” leader in the Automotive Research our team, he finds time to attend Illinois Insti- 

Division of Standard Oil’s great Research and _ tute of Technology where he recently received 
Engineering Laboratories at Whiting, Indiana. _ his M.S., and takes an active interest in church 
He and his group dig freely and fruitfully into work. 
just about every area you can think of in diesel, Lamont Eltinge and hundreds of young men 
automotive, gas turbine, and jet fuels. Current _ like him are going places and doing things at 
studies range from air pollution problems Standard Oil. Each concentrates on his own 
arising from diesel smoke to laboratory use of special field of interest and experience, but 
radioactive carbon tracers for the basic study _ none is limited to it. Chemists, metallurgists, 
of deposits in gasoline engines. engineers, physicists and others maintain a 

Mr. Eltinge earned his B.S. in mechanical continuous relationship for the broad exchange 
engineering at Purdue in 1947. He isa member _ of ideas. Perhaps you, too, would enjoy mem- 
of SAE, Tau Beta Pi, Sigma Tau, and PiTau __ bership on Standard’s team of engineers and 
Sigma. Along with the important contributions _ scientists. 

Gay 

Standard Oil C ‘raMaRD tandar 1 ompany (stanparp 
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 80 Illinois 
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Engine Ears Heengnrtion af honors and company’s grow as baaeal of the 

awards conferred at the members chemical industry in the expanding 

(Continued from page 32) and students luncheon was the — postwar economy and cited a few 

from the University of Wisconsin presentation of the Charles T. of the little published decisions 

Student Section. John Bollinger, | Main Award, Undergraduate Stu- which may later affect a company’s 

President, Robert Gehr, Vice Pres- dent Award and the Old Guard growth. 

ident and Faculty Advisor Otto Prize. Awards and honors _ pre- One of the specific examples 

Uyehara attended the convention sented to senior members and hon- mentioned was the development of 

through the courtesy of Hamilton ored guests were presented at the a new continuous process for the 

Standard Division of United Air- formal banquet at which Donald S. production of carbon disulfide 

craft, Quarles, Secretary of the Air Force when faced with the continuing 

“Free Exchange of Knowledge was the guest speaker. unfavorable operational economics 

—Path to the Future,” was the key- of the existing process. 

note of this years gathering. Pres- To everyone's interest, a consid- 

entation of more than 300 techni- woe erable amount of time was devoted 

cal papers filled the six day ses- \ L to the aspect of human relations in 

sion, covering the recent develop- engineering. Upon being ques- 

ments in nuclear power plants, de- tioned, the speaker enumerated 

sign of tomorrow’s air terminal fa- REPORT ON THE NOVEMBER MEET- several examples of employer- 

cilities, fatigue in metals, air pollu- ING OF THE A. I. Ch. E. employee problems in which he 

tion, industrial safety and manage- DAVID D. COWARD was faced with the choice of using 

ment and the use of helicopters as “Problems in the Heavy Inor- _ either logic or emotion. 

flying cranes to move heavy equip- ganic Chemical Industry”, was the In response to further question- 

ment in open areas. topic enlarged upon at the No- ing, Mr. Nussbaum concluded by 

In conjunction with the ASME — vember meeting of the A.LCh.E. — evaluating a person’s ability to 

convention was the annual Power and speaking on this topic was Mr. write clear and concise engineer- 

Show, Automation Show and Inter- L. G. Nussbaum of the Food Ma- ing reports as playing an impor- 

national Conference on the Fatigue chinery and Chemical Corporation. tant role in that person’s future 

of Metals. To begin, Mr. Nussbaum traced his advancement. THE END 
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| ,... .. men” a Six inch long compressor-turbine assembly in a midget 

'¢@ m " me ry | AiResearch air expansion refrigeration unit which 
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Pcreat engineering advances arenow _And if you like pleasant living, too, and controls, temperature controls, 

taking place in America, and The _ our plants are located in the most cabin air compressors, turbine 

Garrett Corporation is playing a desirable areas in America. Also, motors, gas turbine engines, cabin 

vital part in making them possible. financial assistance and encourage- pressure controls, heat transfer, 

Reason for our important role is ment will help you continue your _ electro-mechanical equipment, elec- 

the forward looking approach of our _ education in the graduate schools of _ tronic computers and controls. 
engineers, who develop new solutions _ fine neighboring universities. We are seeking engineers in all 

for industry as needed. If stimulat- All modern U.S. and many foreign categories to help us advance our 

ing assignments and recognition for _ aircraft are Garrett equipped. We knowledge in these and other fields. 

achievement is what you’re looking _ have pioneered such fields as refrig- | Send resume of education and expe- 

for, you'll enjoy working with us. eration systems, pneumatic valves rience today to: Mr. G. D. Bradley 

THE CORPORATION 

9851 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, LOS ANGELES ¢ AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, PHOENIX ¢ AIRSUPPLY 

AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL © REX ¢ AERO ENGINEERING ¢ AIR CRUISERS ° AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE 
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Cc So You Think 
$ y ° | € ou re : 

‘ very moment however, the girls in the group noticed 
their dangling slide rules and ran toward them, arms 

outstretched, lips puckered, and eyes sparkling. Norm 
and Barney, fully realizing the consequences of such 

an attack, began to walk hurriedly up the moving es- 

calator. 
Barney, who had experienced such attacks before, 

walked so fast that he took two steps for each step 

Norm took. After reaching the second floor the two 
ran down the fire escape and thus were saved. Lucki- 
ly each man had enough presence of mind to count the 
steps he took going up the moving escalator. Barney 
took 21 steps and Norm took 28 steps. 

In desperation they came to Sneedly and told him 

of their misfortune. But Sneedly told them they had 
plenty of data to determine the number of steps vis- 

s ible at a given time. What is the answer and how did 
by Sneedly, bs’61 Sneedly arrive at it? 

Well, how many of you were able to figure out how ane 
Sneedly told J. C. Strauss and Bogall Cornell to build The other day Sneedly heard about a young and ad- 
their fence? Here’s the solution: venturous fellow whose great-grandad left him noth- 

’ & & ing much but the logs from the old salt’s seafaring 
" AY days. The young fellow never quite got up courage 
« voy enough to toss the books out, and one day was leafing 

ew b&b Kb idly through them. Stuck between two pages he 

“x & ¢ oy found a much-folded paper which read as follows: 
Wows “Sail to 16 North latitude and 16 West longitude 
® oo where thou wilt find a deserted island. There lieth a 

Last week Sneedly learned that one of the EE in- large meadow, not pent, on the north shore of the 

structors, Allen Scidless, had given his students a rate island where standeth a lonely oak and a lonely pine. 

and distance problem as an extra credit assignment. There wilt thou also see an old gallows on which we 

He did this after one of his best pupils, Norm Rose- once were wont to hang traitors. Start thou from the 

panko, had made the statement in class that the gallows and walk to the oak counting thy steps. At 

whole universe was composed of nothing but elec- the oak thou must turn right by a right angle and 

tric circuits. Sensing that his pupils needed a bit take the same number of steps. Put here a spike in 
better appreciation of the broadness of the field of the ground. Now must thou return to the gallows and 

engineering, he assigned the entire class the prob- walk to the pine counting thy steps. At the pine thou 

lem of determining how to count the number of steps must turn left by a right angle and see that thou 
visible at a given time on an escalator when the steps takest the same number of steps, and put another 

are continually moving. spike into the ground. Dig halfway between the 
Norm enlisted the services of one of his friends, spikes; the treasure is there.” 

Barney Ray, and the two set out for one of the Madi- The instructions were quite clear and explicit, so 

son stores to observe the problem at first hand, When our boy chartered a ship and sailed to the South 

they arrived at the base of the escalator, they were Seas. He found the island, the field, the oak, the pine: 
rather disturbed to learn that the Christmas shopping indeed, he found everything he was looking for but the 

ritual was in full swing and that the escalator was so gallows. Rain, sun, and wind had long since taken 

crowded with giggling hill students that data taking away all trace of the wooden structure. How did our 

would be impossible. hero find the treasure? 

Barney solved this problem by shouting “thermo- eo 8 

dynamics” at the top of his lungs. This outcry caused Remember, send your solutions to these problems 
an exodus from the immediate area and Norm and and any of your favorite problems, along with solu- 
Barney stepped unto the moving escalator. At this tions, to Sneedly at “The Wisconsin Engineer’. —END 
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RA ES Experience has taught us they provide consistently 1 
* |/ high calibre men for our design, production dna i 

and sales engineering assignments. a y | 

Experience also has shown that those who join us ee. 
find Square D a mighty good company to be with. | yx ee a 

Most of these men are still with us, growing | Ze ae 
and prospering with the constantly Ce} Lo) Lol 7 Wal el) 

expanding electrical industry. oy | 

Why not let us tell you more about SquareD Fs] 7 

and what we have to offer? Pr a lat Oe St | 
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OHIO STATE 

We'd like to send you a brochure, ————— EEE 
. . . . | Square D Company, Dept. SA I 

“Your Engineering Career.” It gives the simple rules | 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan | 

to follow in selecting an engineering career, | Yd like a copy of Square D’s brochure, | 
“Your Engineering Career” | 
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Miter: BERKELEY 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RADIATION LABORATORY [i Weed M LIVERMORE 

The cyclotren 

h | dd ___ The synchrotron 

Can you help a | the proton 
| _ linear accelerator 

to these achievements? <j te severen 
Electromagnetic 

|_| separation of 
| | vuranium-235 

These accomplishments in pure and applied science are ____ Discovery of plutonium 

widely known. To this impressive list, scientists and [| and many other 
. 5 . . . ____ transuranium elements 

engineers at the Laboratory’s Livermore site are making equally |_| 

important contributions in the fields of nuclear weapons design, | _ Discovery of 
: URANIUM- 233 

nuclear rocket propulsion, controlled thermonuclear energy / TRITIUM 

(Project Sherwood) and high current accelerators. _ CARBON -14 
: : - IRON-59 

What you can do to help add to these accomplishments is IODINE-131 

limited only by yourself—your ability and your interest. . 
. - . . . . . __ Discovery of 
For the University of California Radiation Laboratory is ___ the antiproton 

managed and directed by outstanding scientists and engineers. ___ and antineutron 

These men are your “team-mates”... offering pioneering ___ Artificial production 
knowledge of the nuclear field and the newest, most | of mesons 

expansive laboratory facilities. Here—where new ideas 
and techniques are traditional—initiative is constantly : . 

d and devel d findings in the open literature. 

ENCOUrABes: at ENVELOPE CS And for your family—there’s pleas- 
ant living to be had in Northern Cali- 
fornia’s sunny, smog-free Livermore 
Valley, near excellent shopping centers, 

F YOU are &a MECHANICAL Or ELEC- photography (including work in the schools and the many cultural attrac- 
[ rxosics ENGINEER, you may be in- new field of shock hydrodynamics), tions of the San Francisco Bay Area. 

volved in a project in any one of reaction history, critical assembly, 
many interesting fields, as a basic nuclear physics, high current linear You can help develop 
member of the task force assigned each accelerator research, and the controlled tomorrow— at UCRL today 
research problem. Your major contribu- release of thermonuclear energy. Send for complete information on the 

tion will be to design and test the nec- In addition, you will be encouraged facilities, work, personnel plans and 
essary equipment, which calls for skill to explore fundamental problems of benefits and the good living your family 
at improvising and the requisite imagi- your own choosing and to publish your can enjoy. @UCRL 
nativeness to solve a broad scope of con- a 

sistently unfamiliar and novel problems. F (filam 6 nee eerie wee einen oH SES SMS eee ere ees 

If you are a CHEMIST Or CHEMICAL MEM pimecton OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL eee 
ENGINEER, you will work on investiga- ORO): GH) UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RADIATION LABORATORY 
tions in radiochemistry, physical and ; LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA 

Shesvistes: ve Estey one analytical ! Please send me complete information describing UCRL facilities, chemistry. The chemical engineer is! projects and opportunities, 
particularly concerned with the prob- 1 
lems of nuclear rocket propulsion, | Wly-ssppecccttn ye 

weapons and reactors. ! My degree(s) are 

If you are a PHYSICIST Or MATHEMA- | XN, 
TICIAN you may be involved in such) QO TS 
fields of theoretical and experimental 1 Address. 
physics as weapons design, nuclear | 
rockets, nuclear emulsions, scientific 9 | = =§ City _—__________Zone____Sttate —__________ 
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© Grow with the world’s basic industries! Here at Allis- i 
Chalmers isa range of product applications from earth I Facts of the Course I 
moving to atomic energy . . . a choice of training assign- I I 
ments...plus professional development andadvancement. | The Course —Offers maximum of 24 months’ | 

Allis-Chalmers Graduate Training Course allows you | training. Established in 1904. Recognized as a ' 
to develop skill through application of theoretical | model for industry since that time. I 
knowledge. For example: I I 

THERMODYNAMICS—steam turbines, internal com- | Optional Program—You plan your own pro- | 
bustion engines gram and may revise it as your interests change. ! 

ELECTRICITY —transformers, motors, generators I Competent counselors are always available. I 

HYDRAULICS—hydraulic turbines, centrifugal pumps : Objectives —Program is designed to put the 

—and many more make up a course designed to develop |_right man in the right job and develop men of I 
industrial leaders. | management caliber. | 

Whatever your engineering goal, there’s a place for Results—M b £ Allis-Chal | 
you at Allis-Chalmers. Find out more from the A-C rep- I esultsMany members or Allis: aimersman- I 
resentative visiting your campus, or write Allis-Chalmers, | @gement team are graduates of this program. I 
Graduate Training Section, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. Lo _____| 
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Af 

“Folks,” said the minister, “the subject of my sermon It’s tough to find for love or money 

dis even’ is liars. How many in the congregation has A joke that’s clean and also funny. 

done read the 69th chapter of Saint Matthew?” Nearly ee 

every hand in the congregation was raised. A flight of bombers had ranged far and wide over 

“Dat’s right,” said the reverend. “You is de folks I Germany, spreading tons of propaganda leaflets over 

want to preach to. Dere ain't no 69th chapter of the Third Reich. 

Matthew.” All planes returned safely to their base except one. 

yo 8 Hours passed. Night fell. Still no plane. Finally, its 

engines were heard. As it landed, the operations offi- 

Instructor: “I suppose you wish I were dead so you  ¢ey yan out to the plane. “Where have you been any- 

could spit on my grave.” way?” he yelled. 

E.E.: “Not me, I hate to stand in lines.” “I delivered the leaflets, that’s all,” was the reply. 

ea 8 “How long does it take you to drop leaflets?” 

“Drop ’em?” said the pilot. “We were pushing em 

A grocer was standing in front of his store when under people’s doors.” 

he saw a driverless car rolling slowly down the street. ae 

He ran to the car, jumped in and pulled on the Vv o, . . oo 
emergency brake with a jerk, As he got out, a little acationing motorist (to farmer): How far it is to 

pioud,’aman walked up. the next filling station? / 

“Well,” said the grocer to the car owner, “I Farmer: Nigh onto two miles as the crow flies. 

stopped it!” Motorist: “Well, how far is it if the crow has to 

“Yeah, I know,” said the owner, “I was pushing it.” walk and roll a flat tire? ca x 

eo 9 a 
The colonel was lecturing a class of ROTC students. 

“Looks like rain,” said the tourist to the old-timer at “A 40-foot flagpole has fallen down,” he said. “You 

a filling station in an arid part of the West. have a sergeant and a squad of men. How do you 

“I sure hope so,” sighed the old man, “Not for my- erect the flagpole again?” 

self,” he quickly added, “but for my grandson here. The students thought, then made suggestions about 

I've seen rain.” block and tackle, derricks and so on. 

aw 8 “You're all wrong,” said the colonel. “You'd say, 

Professor interrupted during important lecture by Sesgeunt, get that Alagpole oP 

sneeze. 
“Who sneezed?” A Scotsman and an Irishman were on board a ship 
No answer. bound for Scotland. 
Prof. “There will be a 4 hour exam tomorrow.” The Scotsman on catching sight of homeland ex- 

No reply. claimed, “Hurrah for Scotland.” 
Prof. “I guarantee to flunk half the class.” The Irishman, a bit riled, replied, “Hurrah, Hell.” 

From back of room, “I did it sir.” Scotsman: “That’s right, every man for his own 

Prof. “Gesundheit.” country,” 
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© Another page jor ge iW 

e How to shape a vacuum cleaner like a basketball 

a O make their new vacuum cleaner 
. _ functional as well as handsome, 

A / engineers at the Hoover Company 
s developed a nearly round design. 

\ _ : The problem was how to produce 
. — “~ it economically. 

\ L ae . , / The first ring dies they used to pro- 
“ Jar\t duce the shape from sheet steel picked 

FY np bits of steel and scored following 
Se . Uf A) CCCOppieces. Production had to be shut 

oa YN | down while the dies were polished. 
_ . 1 - Finishing costs ran high. 

oe : / te ke C After studying the problem, Timken 

_  ~—=—™ oO ; | | iS ed a special analysis of tool steel 
 .2@2=———r—e eS 412 _ssfor the dies. Graph-Mo®, developed 

2. _ J @ SSO the Timken Company. Minute par- CL ; : \ PH | tes cf graphite inGeeph-Mo ne 
re ee 2 iN 7 4 , _ ticles of graphite in Graph-Mo act as 
| fae 7 | > xf | a built-in lubricant—keep parts from 2 uu. |) galling. Diamond-hard carbides in 
| | = ~=—rrst—‘“— __eits structure make it wear, give it 

O SS . _ SK . / . — longer life. 

>. ™“ —— 4 _—ese With the new Graph-Mo dies, down- 
— | = + 2 _~—~S—sesSFFEFtime was cut 50%. Production rolled 

=... ——“‘“—aO ~—ri—es—Me_eSes smoothly. The dies outlasted previous 
 * 0LlUlee - -— ~—~—~—~—_ (ones 3 to 1. It’s another example of 

SS ——_—___* how Timken pioneering in fine alloy 
=  +~2~2~2-~.__ steels helps solve knotty industrial 

oo HE tee . _| problems. 

4 b\ 

<<! Want to learn more about steel 
te . sas 2 ahh or job opportunities? 

| — 7 \ For help in learning more about steel, write for your free copy of 
D7 _) \ “The Story of Timken Alloy Steel Quality”. And for more about jobs 

 . - at the Timken Company, send for a copy of “Career Opportunities 
oe , at the Timken Company”. Address: The Timken Roller Bearing 

pe Company, Canton 6, Ohio. 

Fine 
O Alloy 

TRADE-MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. 

SPECIALISTS IN FINE ALLOY STEELS, GRAPHITIC TOOL STEELS AND SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING 
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a combination hard to match... ANYWHERE! 

Important, interesting Congenial Associates 

wats YOUR CAREER 

Creative Opportunity DIVISIONS OF Finest Facilities 

High Professional AVIATION, INC. Advancement on Merit 
Standing 

The factors that make the difference between a satisfactory job and 
a rewarding career are hard to describe, but easy to recognize. We 
believe you find them in full measure in any one of these exciting 

fields at North American: 

DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, ING. 

Over 100 sub and major projects under The mightiest propulsion plants ever built 

way, including the SM-64 Navaho Inter- —large, liquid propellant rocket engines, 

continental Missile. the power for outer space. 

DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, ING. 

Electro-mechanical systems for missiles and A complete organization, engaged in every 

aircraft—automatic flight and fire control, phase from research to production on 

inertial guidance and navigation, advanced nuclear reactors for power, industry, medi- 
computer techniques. cine and research. 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR: Equipment Design Engineers Weight Control Engineers 
Aerodynamicists Engine Systems Engineers Aero-Thermodynamicists 

Thermodynamicists Reliability Engineers Aeroelasticity Engineers 

Dynamicists Standards Engineers Mechanical Engineers 

Stress Engineers Hydraulic, Pneumatic & Servo Engineers Structures Engineers 

Structural Test Engineers Mechanical, Structural & Electrical Designers Controls Engineers 

Flight Test Engineers Wind Tunnel Model Designers & Builders Rubber Compounding Engineers 

Electrical & Electronic Engineers Physicists Computer Specialists 

Power Plant Engineers Chemists Electro-Mechanical Designers 

Research & Development Engineers Metallurgists Electronic Component Evaluators 

Weights Engineers Ceramicists Electronics Research Specialists 

Environmental Test Engineers Computer Application Engineers Computer Programmers 

Instrumentation Engineers Automatic Controls Engineers Electronic Engineering Writers 

Fire Control Systems Engineers Inertial Instrument Development Engineers Mathematicians 
Flight Control Systems Engineers Preliminary Analysis & Design Engineers Electronics Technicians 

Civil Engineers Systems Engineers Specifications Engineers 

Design & Development Engineers Armament Engineers Engineering Drawing Checkers 

Test Engineers Servomechanism Engineers Air Frame Designers 

For more information write: College Relations Representative, Mr. J. J. Kimbark, Dept. 991-20 Col., 

A. 
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. ax 
12214 Lakewood Blvd., Downey, California 
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Design Inc. sells highly specialized services with photography— 
uses 3-D color slides to show how their work has paid off. 

Db 1Nc. of St. Louis, Missouri, outstanding projects. In addition, — uable today and those planned for 
turns empty space into high- _ anyone interested can send for pic- tomorrow lie challenging opportuni- 

profit, low-maintenance areas for __ ture samples. It’s like taking a trip _ ties at Kodak in research, design, 
hotels, motels, and restaurants. The _ and seeing the places themselves. production, and business. 
work they've done and the people Doing hard sales jobs is just one If you are interested in these in- 
they hope to sell, stretch ACTOS the of the ways photography works for teresting opportunities —whether Soene And buyers like to be business and industry. In small busi- you are a recent graduate or a 
SHOWN: nese large—it aids product de- qualified returning service- l 

So the answer is photography— _ sign, facilitates production and man, write to the Busi- | 
especially three-dimension photog- _ expedites office routine. ness and Technical g» 
raphy in color. Every representative Behind the many photographic Personnel Depart- 4 Lo 
carries a collection of slides showing _ products becoming increasingly val- _ ment. y Ll 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY MOO. 
Rochester 4, N.Y. CC = 
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SILICONE RESEARCH in 1940 has resulted ina... GROWING BUSINESS supplying over 5000 customers 

INVENTION AND INNOVATION ... 

. Ma ° o 
Research provides ‘growth from within) as Company 

builds new products, businesses from 42 major laboratories 

Research is the life-blood of General plant. Expansion into the silicone field 

NEW G-E BUSINESSES Electric. Through the inventions and is just one area where research has 

THROUGH RESEARCH innovations of its 42 major laboratories, opened rewarding careers in engineering, 
G.E. has become one of the world’s manufacturing, and technical marketing, 

5 fastest-growing and most diversified for qualified technical personnel. 
@ Atomic Reactors enterprises, manufacturing over 200,000 General Eléctric’s i " ae 

different products in a variety of fields. “ct © : ieoe ae in nd 

@ Electronic Computers The effectiveness of General Electric’s weal na, ak. ‘Conti ect the tech- 
research investment is evidenced by the nie! — on pees eeenatee in 

: new product lines offers boundless op- 
SemisConductors fact that 70,000 G-E employees now was ve : 

@ work on products the Company did not portunities in General Electric’s engi- 

/ make in 1939. neering, manufacturing, and technical 

@ Rocket Engines The development of silicone chemical Marketing training programs. To see 
materials is an example of G-E research how you can share in this progress 

@ Heat Pumps being translated into a growing new through research, consult your Place- 

business. From a laboratory curiosity in ment Director or write to Mr. Gregory 
@ Gas Turbines 1940, silicone research has evolved into Ellis, General Electric Company, Sec- 

a major business at the Waterford, N.Y. tion 959-1, Schenectady, New York. 

@ Silicone Products 

Progress ls Our Most Important Product 
@ Electronic Ovens @
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